Steven & David Byrne : Lake District Classic Rally : Photo - Chris Ellison
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Chairmans Chat
It must be summer because instead of power washing mud off
the car after marshalling on a stage rally I spent an hour vacuuming dust out of the car after the Greystoke Stages ! Being
at the start and later the stop line the dust wasn't too bad until
the crew of a low numbered car managed to totally ignore the
3, 2, 1 and stop boards and pass at high speed and covering
every one and thing in a liberal covering !!
I would like to welcome Lancashire Automobile Club back to
SD34 MSG after they recently rejoined and you can read an
article about the club on page 13. In anticipation of the club
rejoining we had invited their co-promoted 3 Sisters Sprint on
4th August to our championship but in future the event will
automatically be included. Apart from the sprint the club is primarily involved in historic events so this aspect of our sport will
give an interesting addition to our members.
SD34 MSG Meeting Highlights
Meeting 17th July 2013
David Bell of Lancashire Automobile Club gave a summary of
the club and why they wished to rejoin the Group after which
the meeting accepted the club back to the Group.
Belatedly the Paul Coombes Trophy was awarded to Kirkby
Lonsdale MC for the Lonsdale Belt Rally being voted the best
road rally for 2012.
Date amendments;
The WMC Promenade Stages will only be a one day event on
7th September.
2300 Club is running a navigational event on 14th September
(not championship event).
Morecambe Rally is not running, it may be replaced with the
Beaver Rally.
The BleMCC non-race/rally events on 15th September are at
Macro Preston, not Camelot.
The John Robson Road Rally is on 2nd November.
The BleMCC Neil Howard Stages Rally has moved to 23rd
November and thus clashes with the CDMC Hall Trophy
which is disappointing and should be avoided if at all possible.
When planning events next July be aware of the Tour de
France in North Yorkshire !
PDMC announced there may be a 3 event hillclimb championship at Scammonden next year.
Summary of the ANCC meeting held on 8th July;
The new MSA CEO was in attendance. MSA is funding some
insurance claims. Junior Doctors are only covered to work in
hospitals unless the cover if lifted for an event. Only 7 clubs
attended compared with 20 at our meeting. Taster events are
getting good results with regards to getting new club members. Check Junior Licences at signing-on as some competitors have the wrong licence. People applying for a licence online have received the wrong licence ! Discussions on Closed
Roads have been delayed due to the HS2 planning. Marshal
Training events next year will be similar dates as this year.
The next meeting will be on 26th October with Alan DeanLewis and 2 members of the Rallies Committee in attendance
so attendance is encouraged so you get your views across.
The next meeting of ANWCC meeting will be on 12th August.
There will be a Fire Training evening at Accrington Cricket Club
on 9th August. Book on-line.
Apparently official photographers at the Anglesey Circuit and
Oulton park (and probably other venues) need £5m insurance
cover.
The next meeting will be held on Wednesday 18th September.

Best regards,
Les Fragle,
Chairman & Secretary,
SD(34) Motor Sport Group
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Chairman's Chat
Member Club Contacts
More SD34MSG Contacts
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Around the Clubs (2)
2013 SD34MSG Calendar
2013 Championship Rounds at a glance
SD34MSG Championship Registration
2013 SD34 MSG Championship Tables
2013 SD34 MSG Marshals Championship
2013 SD34 MSG Inter-Club League
Welcome Back - Lancashire A.C
Spotlight On - Bob Hargreaves (1)
Spotlight On - Bob Hargreaves (2)
Spotlight On - Bob Hargreaves (3)
Spotlight On - Bob Hargreaves (4)
Kick Energy Derbyshire Rally
Brawdy Stages Rally & NG Stages
Nicky Grist Stages Rally
P & R Benn Greystoke Stages Rally
Lake District Classic Rally
NESCRO
More Lake District Classic Rally
Dave Corris Autos Forest Rally
Scottish Rally
Coracle Stages Rally
The ‘Barrow Taxi’
Grumpy Old Git
Inside The Industry
British Rallycross - Belgium Weekend
Out & About with Gemini
Ross Traders Classic Rally (1)
Ross Traders Classic Rally (2)
ALMC Stages
Rainsworth Skoda Dukeries Rally
GoMotorsport Live
GoMotorsport Live at Darwen Services
Wales Rally GB
Gareth Hall Memorial Stages Rally
MSA News
MSA - Judicial Findings
Rally Cars for Sale
F1 - British GP - Silverstone
F1 - German GP - Nuerburgring
OS&Bs + Forthcoming Events (1)
OS&Bs + Forthcoming Events (2)
OS&Bs + Forthcoming Events (3)
OS&Bs + Forthcoming Events (4)
OS&Bs + Forthcoming Events (5)
OS&Bs + Forthcoming Events (6)
And Finally (eventually)

SD34MSG - Member Clubs & contact details
Accrington MSC

Manx AS

Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

Contact : Mark Quayle
Email : pdschris@aol.com
Tel.
: 07973-830695
Website : www.manxautosport.org

: David Barratt
: david.pbarratt@tiscali.co.uk
: 01254-384127
: www.accrington-msc.org

Bolton-le-Moors MC
Contact : Peter Sharples
Email : p.sharples650@btinternet.com
Tel.
: 01772-626116
Website : www.bolton-le-moorscarclub.co.uk

Bury AC
Contact : Matthew Field
Email : matthew@buryautoclub.co.uk
Tel
: 01772-465716

CSMA (NW)
Contact : Steve Johnson
Email : steve.johnson@csmaclub.org
Tel.
: 01254-392663
: 07718 051 882

Clitheroe & DMC
Contact : Terry Martin
Email : terrymartin01@aol.com
Tel.
: 01254-249796
: 07816-184539
Website : www.cdmconline.com

Fylde MSC
Contact : David Grady
Email : abandito@hotmail.com
Tel.
: 07957-642855
Website : www.fyldemotorsportclub.co.uk

Garstang & Preston MC
Contact : Margaret Duckworth
Email : margaret.duckworth42@btinternet.com
Tel.
: 01772-700823
Website : www.gpmc.co.uk

High Moor MC
Contact : Gary Heslop
Email : gary.heslop@btinternet.com
Tel.
: 0161-6430151
: 07973-816965
Website : www.hmmc.co.uk

Lancs & Cheshire CC
Contact : David Bailey
Email : david364bailey@btinternet.com
Tel.
: 0161-2919065
Website :
www.lancashireandcheshirecarclub.co.uk

Lightning MSC
Contact : Andy Rhodes
Email : andy.rhodes@btinternet.com
Tel.
: 0800 781 2167

Lancashire A.C.
Contact : Chris Lee
Email : info@lancsautoclub.com
Tel.
: 0800 781 2167

Motorsport (NW) Ltd
Contact : Mark Wilkinson
Email : secretary@nwstages.co.uk
Tel.
: 07878-657580
Website : www.nwstages.co.uk
(Details of Member Clubs of Motorsport (NW) on pg 4)

Mull CC
Contact : Chris Woodcock
Email : pdschris@aol.com
Tel.
: 07973-830695
Website : www.mullcarclub.co.uk

Pendle & DMC
Contact : Ray Duckworth
Email : raymond.duckworth@btinternet.com
Tel.
: 01282-812551
Website : www.pendledistrictmc.co.uk

U17MC-NW
Contact : Steve Johnson
Email : steve.johnson@csmaclub.org
Tel.
: 07718 051 882
Website :

Stockport061MC
Contact : Mark Wilkinson
Email : mark@stockport061.co.uk
Tel.
: 07879-657580
Website : www.stockport061.co.uk

Wallasey MC
Contact : Tony King
Email : tony_king@msn.com
Tel.
: 07989-616546
Website : www.wallaseymc.com

Warrington & DMC
Contact : George Jennings
Email : gajennings@sky.com
Tel.
:
Website : www.warringtondmc.org

Wigan & DMC
Contact :Tony Lynch
Email : rallycrosser790@aol.com
Tel.
:
Website : www.wiganmotorclub.org.uk

2300 Club
Contact : Neil Molyneux
Email : 2300@fcs-uk.com
Website : www.2300club.org

LIMITED

Comprising the following Clubs
Blackpool South Shore Motor Club
www.bssmc.com

Chester Motor Club

Contacts
President :

Chairman
Secretary
League Compiler
Individual Compiler
Vice Chairman :
Treasurer :

www.eromc.co.uk

shawalan.555@btinternet.com
01282-602195

High Moor Motor Club
www.hmmc.co.uk

Les Fragle
les.fragle@gmail.com
01995-672230

None Race/Rally :

Stockport 061 Motor Club
Warrington & District Motor Club

Matthew Field

Wallasey Motor Club
www.wallaseymc.com

Website : www.nwstages.co.uk

pdschris@aol.com
01254-681350

Mark Wilkinson - secretary@nwstages.co.uk

David Barratt

Ann McCormack

Margaret Duckworth

www.sd34msg.org
Steve Butler
Maurice Ellison
sd34news@gmail.com
07788-723721
01524-735488

Radios :

www.warringtondmc.org

Chris Woodcock

steven.butler9@btinternet.com

Newsletter :

www.stockport061.co.uk

eve.fisher@btinternet.com
0161-7666950

margaret.duckworth42@btinternet.com
01772-700823

Website :

Lancashire & Cheshire Car Club
www.lancashireandcheshirecarclub.co.uk

annmccormack13@yahoo.com
01928-710546

Registrations :

www.fyldemotorsportclub.co.uk

0161-7969079
graham.bray@btinternet.com

david.pbarratt@tiscali.co.uk
01254-384127

Marshals :

Fylde Motor Motor Sport Club

Graham Bray

roadrally@sd34msg.org.uk
01772 465716

Stage Rally :

Ecurie Royal Oak Motor Club

Alan Shaw

Eve Fisher

Road Rally :

www.chestermotorclub.co.uk

Bill Wilmer
Approved MSA Radio Co-ordinator
Gemini Communications
07973-830705
w.wilmer@btinternet.com

The opinions expressed in this
publication are those of the individual
contributors, and not necessarily those of the
editor or the committee of the SD 34 MSG

ADVERTISING

in the ‘SPOTLIGHT’
1/4 page (ish - we are very flexible) advert for
a full 12 issues (1 year) costs just £50
Sent to all 21 member clubs and then

forwarded to club members + another 5000+ on
the distribution list (21 X 100 + 5000 = 7000+ readers)
All advertising revenue helps to fund SD34MSG
Contact either Les Fragle, Maurice Ellison or Steve
Johnson for more details

Steve Johnson
07718 051 882

steve.johnson@csmaclub.org

Les Fragle
01995-672230

les.fragle@gmail.com

Maurice Ellison
07788-723721

WANTED

sd34news@gmail.com

YOUR Clubs:-

News, Views, Reviews, Club Profiles, Events,
Birthdays, Anniversaries. Club Nights
Send to : Maurice Ellison
sd34news@gmail.com 07788-723721

WALLASEY MC
The Club Meets at 9-00pm
Every Monday
Port Sunlight Village Social Club
Bridge St, Port Sunlight CH62 4UP

Meet at the The Delph Tavern,
Tontine, Orrell WN5 8UJ
every second & fourth Monday of the month

Garstang & Preston MC

Lookers Citroen
in Preston
Supporting SD34MSG and
motor sport in the North West.
If there’s anything we can do for you simply
give us a call on 01772 768222 and ask for Matt
or Steve and don’t forget to mention that
you’ve seen us in the SD34 magazine for a further discount against your next van or car.
Matt Kiziuk

Lancashire & Cheshire Car Club

Meet at 8-30pm Every Tuesday
Lonsdale Club,
Fulwood Hall Ln,
Fulwood, Preston PR2 8BD
Meets at 8-30pm on the 2nd Thursday
of each Month at the Roebuck Pub M41 6HD

Bolton-le-Moors MC
The Club Meets at 9-00pm
every Thursday @ Horwich RMI Club,
Chorley New Rd, Horwich.
M/R109/6111

2013 Calendar
of L&CCC Events
8 August : Noggin n Natter
30/1 Sept : Ty Croes Weekend Sprints

WARRINGTON & DMC
Warrington & District Motor Club
Meet Every Monday

''The Antrobus Arms'' on the A559,
8-30pm

12 Sept
29 Sept

We hope to be running a live event - possibly a
small autosolo for club members (see page 35)

: Chairman's Challenge Autotest

at Demon Tweeks, Wrexham
10 Oct

: Tranter's Teasers

14 Nov
12 Dec

Quiz games for a laugh!
: Ian Harwood Inter-Club Quiz
: AGM & Social

between Warrington & Northwich. CW9 6JD.

Saturday 3rd August
WDMC Display - Newton-le-Willows
Town Show.

www.ty-croes.com
: Indoor Autotest (tbc)

Fylde MSC
Meet at The Victoria Hotel,
Cleveleys
On the first Thursday of the month

The Club Meets at 8pm onwards
Every Thursday at Rising Sun, Hazel Grove.
The 4th Thurs of the month is an ‘Away’ event

August Club Nights
August 8, 2013 – Noggin & Natter
August 15, 2013 – Noggin & Natter
August 22, 2013 – Noggin & Natter
August 29, 2013 – Noggin & Natter

: 8:30 pm
: 8:30 pm
: 8:30 pm
: 8:30 pm

Steve Price
Tel: 07814 953346
Gilnow Road,
Bolton, Lancs, BL1 4LL

CLITHEROE & DMC

What happened in July
Tuesday 2nd July
SD34MSG Inter-Club Table Top Rally

The Club Meets at 8-30pm

Every Tuesday
at Waddington Sports & Social ClubWaddington, Nr Clitheroe
M/R 103 731 437

Forthcoming Clubnights
The second Tuesday
of each month is
Committee night.
Club Members are more than welcome to
attend and see & hear what goes on behind the scenes and you can also express
your opinion. Why not come along - you
might actually like it

Tuesday 6th August

Report on this event on Page 37, Current Leader Board on Page 8

Tuesday 16th July
Grass Autotest at Fence

The Grass autotest at Fence proved another popular nights sport.
The good weather we are experiencing certainly helped
Perhaps some one should have said it was an Autotest on grass
rather than an autotest ‘on Grass’
(and before we get raided by the drugs squad at the next committee meeting
that was supposed to be a joke - probably not as funny as I first thought)

Tuesday 23rd July
Summer BBQ

Annual Golf
Competition
Highfield 9 hole course
then to the Houghton Arms
For a little light refreshment

Tuesday 27th August

The Month in Review
Tell us your Tales of Woe,
or how you won
(or nearly did)
Where were you marshalling
Who cocked it all up ?
Who got it right?
Whats the next event?

Tuesday 3rd September,
owner of the Kick Energy rally team,
sponsor of the
VK Derbyshire road-rally,

STEVE PEREZ.
There is not much else to say to introduce
Steve, well known from the grass routes of
rallying, right though to the WRC, and
what a car collection he has, Stratos, WRC
Focus, 240Z and Audi Quattro. This will
be an all ticket only night, with CDMC
members getting theirs for free, but must
be obtained before hand. To non CDMC
members it will be £5.00, there will only be
70 tickets available in accordance with the
clubs health and safety policy, so no ticket,
no entry.

Tickets will be available from 23rd
July, on club nights or SAE from
Heidi Woodcock or Terry Martin.

Many thanks to Ross and Claire for allowing us to invade your house
for the BBQ and big thanks to Chris & Heidi for the burgers and
beers. Brilliant social night from the club, another cracking night

Tuesday 30th July
The Month in Review
Steve Buckel & Steve Butler only managed to do 2/3rds of the
Matlock & DMC Kick Energy (VK) Derbyshire Rally before a burst
brake pipe put them out. A quick application of Duct Tape meant that
they still managed to drive the car home.
Ross Miller & Steve Butler took on the Gareth Hall Memorial Trophy (mainly to get some valuable seat time in) Steve has used the
venue before and his knowledge of the roads were as good as pace
notes - Very tight & twisty. Next outing Otterburn Stages
Dave Whittaker had a crack at the Ystwith Rally. Run on a Road
Rally permit put using the Sweet Lamb Complex. Dave really enjoyed
the event but thinks a more robust car is required for this event. The
format was to do 2 or 3 sections & then back for a break then same
again. There were the odd code board to get

CLITHERONIAN
ROAD RALLY

28/29th SEPTEMBER
O/S maps 97, 98, 102, 103

All PRE-PLOT route

Tuesday

20th
August

Autotest
Tony Harrisons

Bentham

SD34MSG

2013 Calendar

4-Aug
18-Aug
24-Aug
25-Aug
25-Aug
25-Aug
31-Aug

Sprint
Hillclimb
PCA
Autosolo
Autotest
PCA
Sprint

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

LAC
Pendle & Dist MC
Under 17 MC NW
Accrington MSC
CSMA NW
Accrington MSC
Lancs & Cheshire CC

3 Sisters Sprint
August Hillclimb
Training event 3
Summer Autosolo
Summer Autotest
Summer PCA
Ty Croes Sprint Weekend

3 Sisters, Wigan
Scammonden Dam, Huddersfield
Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4
Blackburn Services
Blackburn Services
Lymm Services
Anglesey circuit, North Wales

1-Sep

Sprint

Yes

Lancs & Cheshire CC

Ty Croes Sprint Weekend

Anglesey circuit, North Wales

7-Sep
14-Sep
15-Sep
15-Sep
28-Sep

Stage Rally
Road Rally
Autosolo
PCA
Road Rally
Autotest

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Wallasey MC
Spadeadam MC
Bolton-le-Moors CC
Bolton-le-Moors CC
Clitheroe & Dist MC
Lancs & Cheshire CC

Promenade Stages
Countdown Navigation Rally
Bolton September Autosolo
Bolton September PCA
The Clitheronian Road Rally
Chairman's Challenge Autotest

New Brighton Promenade

29-Sep Stage Rally
11-13-Oct Stage Rally

Yes

PDMC / GPMC

Heroes Stage Rally

Weeton barracks, Blackpool

Yes

Mull Car Club

Mull Rally

Isle of Mull

29-Sep

Macro, Preston
Macro, Preston
Lancs / Yorks
Demon Tweeks, Wrexham

13-Oct

Autosolo

Yes

Bolton-le-Moors CC

Bolton October Autosolo

Camelot Theme Park, Lancs ?

13-Oct

PCA

Yes

Bolton-le-Moors CC

Bolton October PCA

Camelot Theme Park, Lancs ?

13-Oct

Stage Rally

Yes

Wigan & Dist MC

The Adgespeed Stages

3 Sisters, Wigan

19-Oct

Road Rally

Yes

Bolton-le-Moors CC

20-Oct

Autosolo

No

Knutsford

Bolton Road Rally
Autosolo

20-Oct

Autotest

No

Knutsford

Autotest

Yes

Manx Auto Sport

Poker Stars Stages

Isle of Man

01+02-Nov Stage Rally
2-Nov

Road Rally

No

Hexham & District MC

John Robson Navigation Rally

Northumberland

23-Nov

Stage Rally

Yes

Bolton-le-Moors CC

Neil Howard Memorial Rally

Oulton Park

23-Nov

Stage Rally

Yes

Clitheroe & Dist MC

The Hall Trophy

Blyton airfield, Lincs

7-Dec

PCA

Yes

Under 17 MC NW

Training event 4

Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4

8-Dec

PCA

Yes

Accrington MSC

Winter PCA

Lymm Services

8-Dec

Autosolo

Yes

Accrington MSC

Winter Autosolo

Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4

8-Dec

Autotest

Yes

CSMA NW

Winter Autotest

Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4

Gazzard Accounts

Registered Agent with
HM Revenue & Customs.
Accounts and Book-keeping services for Small Businesses.
We specialise in Self Assessment, CIS & VAT Returns.
We also cater for SMALLER Limited Companies.
Workplace or Home/Evening visits can be arranged.

We will offer you the following :
Regular contact and advice, Assistance for Self Employed,
Simple accounting practices, Friendly service and assistance
Serving Greater Manchester and areas of Lancashire and Cheshire.

Registered Office :
33 Acresfield Road, Middleton, Manchester. M24 2WT.

Office Tel No : 0161 643 0151;
E-Mail : gazzard.accts@btinternet.com

2013 SD34MSG Championship Rounds at a Glance
SD34MSG
Date

Stage Rally Championship

Event

Club

Promenade Stages
Heroes Stages

Wallesey MC
PDMC & GPMC

October
11-13
13th

Mull
Adgespeed Stages

Mull CC
Wigan & DMC

November
8/9th
23rd
23rd

Date

Event

Club

August

September
08/09
29th

SD34MSG None Race/None Rally

Poker Stars Stages
Neil Howard Memorial Stages
Hall Trophy Stages Rally

IOMAS
BLMCC
CDMC

3rd
18th
24th
25th
25th
31th

Sprint
Hillclimb
PCA
PCA / AS
AT
Sprint

LAC
Pendle
U17Club NW
Accrington MSC
CSMA NW
L&CCC

Sprint
AS / PCA
AT

L&CCC
BLMCC
L&CCC

PCA / AS
PCA

BLMCC
Knutsford MC

PCA
PCA / AS
AT

U17Club NW
Accrington MSC
CSMA NW

September
1st
15th
29th

October

SD34MSG
Date

Junior Championship

Event

Club

August
25th
26th

PCA
PCA

U17Club NW
Accrington MSC

PCA

BLMCC

13th
20th

December
7th
8th
8th

September
15th

October
13th
20th

PCA
PCA

BLMCC
Knutsford MC

PCA
PCA

U17Club NW
Accrington MSC

December
7th
8th

SD34MSG

SD34MSG
Date

Road Rally

Event

Club

September
14/15
28/29

Countdown
Clitheronian

Spadeadam MC
CDMC

November
2nd
30th

John Robson
Beaver

Hexham DMC
Beverley &DMC

Marshals Championship
All SD34MSG Member Club Events
See SD34MSG Calendar for Dates (Page 7)

SD34MSG Inter-Club
Table Top Rally Challenge

Following Round 3
Pos Name

33 Acresfield Road,
Middleton, Manchester M24 2WT
0161 643 0151 or 07973-816965
email : gazzard.accts@btinternet.com

=1
=1
=3
=3
4
5
6
7
8
9
=10
=10
12
=13
=13
15
16
17

Steve Butler
Terry Martin
Maurice Ellison
Steve Lewis
Matt Worden
Matt Kiziuk
Sam Hargreaves
Tony Vart
Dave Whittaker
Chris Woodcock
Danny Hartley
Paul Buckel
Heidi Woodcock
Gavin Holmes
Ian Farnworth
Jez Turner
Derek Lewin
Pete Whittaker

Points
31
31
26
26
24
21
17
16
15
12
10
10
9
8
8
7
6
5

Club
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
G&PMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC

2013 SD34 MSG CHAMPIONSHIP REGISTRATION FORM
www.sd34msg.org.uk
NAME;

………………………………………………………………………………

ADDRESS;

……………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………

POSTCODE;

…………………………….

HOME TEL. NO;

………………………………

MOBILE NO;

…………………………………..

E-MAIL ADDRESS;

………………………………………………

Please Tick this box if you
are under 18yrs of age

SD34 NOMINATED CLUB (one club only)………………………………………
Please register me for the SD34 Championships listed below;
I understand that the information contained on this sheet may be held on computer, but will be kept in the strictest
Confidence for SD34 MSG use only.
SIGNATURE…………………………………DATE…………………………………
Please forward the completed SD34 registration form with registration fee of £5.00 to; SD34 MSG
,c/o Mrs.M.Duckworth,12 Silsden Ave.,Ribbleton, Preston.PR2 6XB
Registration commences on date of receipt of application form or on advance notification by e-mail.
.
Tel. No; 01772 700823
E-Mail; margaret.duckworth42@btinternet.com
N.B. You do not need to register in order to claim points for the Interclub league championship but you must register
for the individual or disciplined championships.
CHAMPIONSHIP

Driver
Co-Driver/ Navigator
Delete as appropriate

Class
Delete as appropriate

STAGE RALLY

DRIVER
CO DRIVER

A / B / C / D (Cls)
A/B/C/D

ROAD RALLY

DRIVER
NAVIGATOR

Exp / Semi / Nov
Exp / Semi / Nov

NONE RACE /
RALLY

Tick to
Register

Official
SD34
Use only

A / B / C / D / E / F /G

MARSHALLING POINTS. If you are registering as driver and navigator/co-driver in the same discipline you must nominate which you want marshalling points to be awarded to.
……………………………………………………….

CLASSES
Stage Rally; A = up to 1400cc, B = 1401 to 1600cc, C = 1601 to 2000cc, D = over 20000cc & 4wd
Road Rally; Expert; A competitor who, in the role registered has finished in the top 10 of a Nat B Or higher grade rally.
Semi Expert; All competitors not eligible for Expert or Novice class.
Novice; A competitor in the role registered who has never won an award other than a team award.
None Race A = saloon cars up to 13ft long and up to and including 1400cc.
/None Rally B = Saloon cars up to 13ft long and over 1400cc.
C= Saloon cars over 13ft long and up to and including 1600cc.
D= Saloon cars over 13ft long and over 1601cc. (Saloons will include estate cars, hatchbacks and
commercials as appropriate)
E= Sports cars.
F = Specials.
G = Special Stage rally cars.

2013 Championship Tables
Road Rally Championship
O/A

Driver

pts

Club

= 1
= 1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
= 10
= 10
= 12
= 12
= 12
15
16

Pete Tyson
Pete Jagger
Steve Mitchell
Simon Boardman
Paul Buckel
Ian Bruce
Tony Harrison
Steve Hudson
James Taylor
Matthew Kiziuk
Dave Whittaker
Andy Ritchie
Steve Kenyon
John Gorton
Derek Long
Myles Gleaves

32
32
28
24
23
21
20
19
16
14
14
9
9
9
6
0

CDMC
BLMCC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
BLMCC
CDMC
G&PMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
G&PMC
CDMC
BAC
G&PMC

O/A

Navigator

pts

Club

1
2
= 3
= 3
5
6
= 7
= 7
9
10
11
12

Neil Harrison
Steve Butler
Chris Williams
Paul Taylor
Andrew Long
Ian Mitchell
Maurice Ellison
Jason McTear
Terry Martin
Alan Barnes
Mark Shepherd
Matthew Worden

30
23
18
18
14
13
9
9
8
7
6
5

CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
BAC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
CDMC
G&PMC
G&PMC
CDMC

Stage Rally Championship
O/A
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
=8
=8
=10
=10

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Stephen Johnson
Hazel Johnson
Steve Price
Steve Butler
David Barratt
Matthew Faulkner
Steve Hudson
Ian Bruce
Matt Kiziuk
Simon Boardman
Pete Jagger
Simon Robinson
Daniel Barker
Steve Kennell

Q pts

Club

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N

U17MC
U17MC
BLMCC
CDMC
AMSC
U17MC
G&PMC
BLMCC
CDMC
CDMC
BLMCC
U17MC
U17MC
CDMC

55
52
45
37
33
20
19
18
14
13
11
69
57
45
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Y 107
Y
81
Y
80
Y
78
Y
0
N
54
N
53
N
27
N
27
N
26
N
26

C
C
C
A
C
B
A
C
B
B
C

WaDMC
CDMC
SO61MC

U17MC
Wall
GPMC
U17MC
CDMC
U17MC
Mull
CDMC

Co-Driver

Q pts Class Club

1
=2
=2
4
5
6
=7
=7
=7
=10
=10
=10
=13
=13

George Jennings
Steve Butler
Jason McTear
Tony King
Steve Coombes
David Barratt
Darren Riley
Gary Heslop
Mark Shepherd
Ian Rayner
Paul Blanchard
Mathew Faulkner
Alan Barnes
Chris Melling

Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

107
80
80
0
54
52
27
27
27
26
26
26
0
0

C
A
C
C
C
A
A
D
B
C
A
B
D

WaDMC
CDMC
CDMC
Wall
GPMC
AMSC
U17MC
HMMC
GPMC
CDMC
CDMC
AMSC
G&PMC
Lightning
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Individual Championship
Competitor

Phil Jennings
Arron Newby
Phil Merrills
Hazel Johnson
Keith Dowthwaite
Graham Chesters
Steve Johnson
John Gorton
Danny Brown
Jim McDowell
Michael Judson

Q pts Class Club

O/A

Last Updated : 17th July

O/A

Driver

Non Race/Rally Championship
O/A

Competitor

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6
7.
8.
9
=10.
=10.
12.
13.
14.

Simon Robinson
David Robinson
Steve Lewis
Steve Price
Steve Johnson
Steve Kennell
Hazel Johnson
Daniel Barker
Matt Faulkner
David Goodlad
Ian Bruce
Will Jarman
Angela Jones
David Barratt

pts

Club

69.75
52.94
48.50
46.23
46.23
40.23
38.59
29.24
20.24
10.00
10.00
9.96
9.52
9.30

U17MC
U17MC
CDMC
BLMCC
U17MC
CDMC
U17MC
AMSC
U17MC
BLMCC
BLMCC
U17MC
U17MC
AMSC
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2013 SD34MSG

Last Updated
15th July 2013

MARSHALS CHAMPIONSHIP

Accrington MSC
David Barratt

20

Bolton-le-Moors MC
Chris Fletcher

30

Peter Sharples

30

Steve Price
James Sharples
Eric Wilcockson
Chris Beamish
Ian Perrot
John Richardson
Alex Brown
Joe Evers

20
20
20
20
10
10
10
10

James Swallow
Julie Sharples
Steve Crawley
Jack Mather
Ian Harcourt
Hannah Speakes
Ian Bruce

20
20
20
10
10
10
10

Clitheroe & DMC
Chris Woodcock
John Gorton

60
40

Maurice Ellison

30

Simon Boardman
Gav Holmes
Chris McIvor
Paul Flynn
Jason McTeer
Kevin Howarth
James Taylor

20
10
10
10
10
10
10

Heidi Woodcock 40
Matt Kiziuk
Paul Moon

30
30

Steve Butler
Paul Buckle
Steve Brocklebank
Steve Flynn
Domonic McTeer
James Hargreaves

20
10
10
10
10
10

Alan Shaw

30 Andrew Brown

Ian Brown
Peter Wright
Steve Dixon
Chris Andrews

30
10
10
10

Ray Duckworth
James Wright
Mick Tomlinson
Rod Brereton

30
10
10
10
10

Ken Wilkinson

50

Mark Wilkinson

40

Steph Wilkinson
Phil Hesketh
Daniel Chambers
Julian Russell

30
30
30
30

Andy Chambers
Sarah-Jane Dunhill
William Kelly
Rob Yates

30
30
30
30

Alan Ogden
Andy Turner
Daryl Evans
Chris Miles
Terry Andrews
Natalie Payne
Richard Chambers

20
20
20
20
10
10
10

Rick Elkin
Matthew Turner
Keith Miles
Geoff Callaghan
John Coulson
Sarah Payne

20
20
20
20
10
10

U17Club NW
Wallasey MC

CSMA (NW)
20
10

Graham Bray

20

Fylde MSC
Garstang & Preston MC
Les Fragle

50

A.Benson
J.Raynor
J.Bleakley
G.Chesters
M.Shepherd
A.Jackson

10
10
10
10
10
10

Steve Kenyon
Margaret Duckworth
D.Nolan
K.Coombes
S.Coombes
P.Hackson
Steve Hudson

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

20
10
10

Gerry Morris
Stephen Holmes
Mathew Jakeman

Lancs & Cheshire MC
Lightning MC

Warrington & DMC
William O’Brien
Denise Burns
Chris Wellburn

50
40
40

Robbie O’Brien
Allan Burns

50
40

Mark Carter

30

Ann McCormack
Dave Read
Colin Cresswell
Colin Burgess
June Deeley
Colin Burgess
Duncan Fenwick
Paul Kay

30
30
20
20
20
10
10
10

Jo Mackman
Steve Prince
Ian Heywood
Stuart Deeley
Mike Spears
Carolyn Brough
John Boggs

30
30
20
20
10
10
10

Lance Rawlinson

30

George Thewlis
David Hind
Colin Strath
Tony Archer
Mike King
Dennis Higason
Chris Cooke
Steven Sheehan

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Alan Bibby
Alan Heys
Mike English
Nick Archer
Tony Ralph
Dave France
Stuart Cooke
Peter McDonald

Wigan MC

High Moor MC
Gary Heslop
Andrew Morris
Gary Jakeman

Pendle & DMC

Stockport 061

Bury AC

Eve Fisher
Steve Johnson

Manx AC
Mull CC
Motorsport NW Ltd.

10
10
10

2300

20
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

SD34MSG Inter Club League
Division A
Points

Div

O/A

Bolton-le-Moors CC

703

1

2

Clitheroe & DMC

502

2

3

Warrington & DMC

359

3

4

Stockport061

340

4

5

Wallasey MC

183

5

6

Accrington MSC

155

6

7

CSMA (NW)

49

7

13

Club

Registered Agent with
HM Revenue & Customs.
Accounts and Book-keeping services
for Small Businesses.

We specialise in
 Self Assessment,
 CIS
 VAT Returns.
We also cater for SMALLER Limited Companies.
Workplace or Home/Evening visits can be
arranged.

We will offer you the following :





Regular contact and advice
Assistance for Self Employed
Simple accounting practices
Friendly service and assistance

Serving Greater Manchester
and areas of
Lancashire and Cheshire.
Registered Office :
33 Acresfield Road,
Middleton,
Manchester. M24 2WT.
Office Tel No : 0161 643 0151;
E-Mail : gazzard.accts@btinternet.com
Marshals Championship Table

Position

Position

Division B
Points

Div

O/A

Wigan MC

138

1

8

Garstang & Preston MC

133

2

9

Lancs & Cheshire CC

131

3

10

Manx AS

127

4

11

High Moor MC

62

5

12

Pendle & DMC

34

6

14

Mull CC

19

7

15

Club

Position

Division C
Points

Div

O/A

U17MC-NW

710

1

1

Bury AC

16

2

=16

Fylde MSC

15

3

15

2300

0

=4

=18

Lightning MSC

0

=4

=18

Lancashire A.C.

0

=4

=18

Motorsport NW Ltd

0

=4

=18

Club

- See page 11

Lookers Citroen
in Preston
Supporting SD34MSG and
motor sport in the North West.
If there’s anything we can do for you simply give
us a call on 01772 768222 and ask for Matt or
Steve and don’t forget to mention that you’ve
seen us in the SD34 magazine for a further discount against your next van or car.
Matt Kiziuk

Last Updated - 24th July

The Lancashire Automobile Club – Who are we?
Established in 1902 to promote motorsport and represent the Lancashire motorist the Lancashire Automobile Club is recognised as the second oldest motor club with a continuous history. Other clubs can trace their roots back to before the turn of the century but cannot show
the unbroken history of the LAC.
Throughout its history the LAC has represented the grass roots enthusiast with road events
and speed events being the staple fare. The club has also supported larger regional and national events including a proud association with the RAC Rally of Great Britain in its many
guises.
As well as being the home of many competitors in the
rally, including the likes of Tony Fall, Mike Wood and
Stuart Turner, the Club also has organized many of
the classic Lake District stages including Whinlatter
and Grizedale. The tradition continues to this day with
the LAC marshalling six sectors, including stage starts
and time controls on the Wales Rally GB.
The Club has its own road events including organizing
the Illuminations Rally in the 1950’s and 60’s as well
as the Demdike and New Year Rallies. With the tightening of road event regulations the Club has moved to
Veteran Vintage and Classic events in recent years.
The trend was started in the 1960’s with the Manchester to Blackpool Veteran Vintage Car Run which has
an unbroken history of over 40 events later joined by
the Coast to Coast Classic, the Fellsman and the
Highland 3 Day Tour. These four events form the
backbone of the Clubs road events but other events
are added to the calendar from time to time.
Such is the Clubs reputation in these matters that it
was approached by Jaguar Motors to organize all the
road events in their commemorations of the 100th anniversary of the birth of their founder, Sir William Lyons. This involved staging five road events on one
week for competitors from around the world. All this in
the middle of the ‘foot and mouth’ epidemic!
For many years sprinting and hillclimbing has been a
core Club activity. In recent years the Club has staged
the 3 Sisters Sprint to a unique two lap layout. In the
past pioneering events have included Tholt-y Will in
the Isle of Man, Scammonden Dam, Woodvale, Longridge, Shap Wells and Blackpool sprints.
It is interesting that the Club was able to develop
some of these venues. For example Woodvale hosted
the first Drag Meeting in the UK with the Club bringing
over some of the top dragsters from the States. Longridge was quickly developed from a simple sprint
venue to International 2CVacross and motor racing.
The lap record was eventually lowered to less than 24
seconds with a 12 car grid.
On the social side the Club does not hold regular
monthly meetings, the membership proving to dispersed geographically. Instead an annual Diner Dance and Prize giving is staged together with additional high profile
events being staged from time to time. The ‘Sportsman Luncheons’ have become an institution amongst motor sports
enthusiasts in the North West with high profile speakers including Stuart Turner, Paddy Hopkirk, Mike Wood, Tony
Fall, Brian Redman and David Richards.
Proud of it’s 100+ year history and forward looking the LAC continues to honour its founding principles “to
promote motorsport and represent the Lancashire motorist”.
The Club is fully recognised by The Royal Automobile Club Motor Sports Association (MSA), formerly the
RACMSA, and actively supports the Association of Northern Car Clubs (ANCC) and the Association of
North-western Car Clubs (ANWCC)
Membership is open to all interested persons on an individual basis and, for a small extra subscription, associate
membership is extended to the members wife/husband/partner and to all their children under the age of 18 living at
the same address. Membership provides priority booking for all LAC events, copies of the periodic LAC Newsletters
and allows members to take part in all competitions confined to club members for which a Competition Licence, issued by the MSA is not required

‘SPOTLIGHT

ON’

Bob Hargreaves
Name: Bob Hargreaves
Born: 1952
Live in: Ulverston, Cumbria. Lived here all my life.
Married: To Hazel for 32 years. 3 daughters, none interested in motorsport.

Earn a crust:

Took early retirement end of Sept 2011
after 41 years working (sorry – employed) as a Telecommunications Technician for BT. (General Post Office Telecommunications in 1970).

Motor clubs:

1978 January Trophy – 25th o/a
Keith Frankland navigating
Top of Killington

Secretary of Furness DMC for past 10
years ago, had been Chairman for previous 8 years. Currently member of Kirkby Lonsdale and many NESCRO
clubs as most of the events are of Closed to Club (or whatever it is nowadays!!) and have to join their clubs – don’t
get me started on that!!!!!!!!!

How did you get involved in motorsport:
Always interested in cars from early age so father took me
on a Police organised treasure hunt aged 13. In the late
60’s Tony Edmondson (one of the top local navigators)
came and gave a talk to the youth club. Later that year
went out in early hours of the morning (about 4 am??) to
watch a road rally on my bicycle about 4 miles away. Got
stopped by a policeman wanting to know what I was doing.
Eventually stood on top of a banking 20yds before a tight
downhill 90R. First car was a works Imp (Colin Malkin or
Andrew Cowan) screaming down the hill - hooked!!!!!! Can
still remember that image even now.

1978 Blue Grey Stages – 3rd o/a
Keith Frankland navigating
Burlington Slate Quarry, Kirkby-in-Furness

1st car was:

1961 Morris 1000. Bought it off a mate’s
father for £40. Had it 4 days and it went back. Mate’s father
then took it to the scrap yard.

1st comp car:

Fiat 850, went rotten so scrapped it.
Then used a 1965 Hillman Minx christened “Battlebox
Minx” bought for £100 and used it for 2 years.

Favourite car:

“Rastas”, Gp4 “½” Avenger Tiger.
130bhp, twin 40’s etc (but NO LSD) ex-Tony Brunskill
stage car. Reckoned as it did 5mpg on selective's and
20mpg, if lucky, on road sections. Did 7 events and came
home with 9 trophies, 3 on the ‘78 RL Brown – 1st Semi, 1st
team, 1st Rootes.

Other rally cars:

After “Rastas” I got married and
used any car that I had in my possession. Wife would use it
on Monday morning to take the girls to school.

1981 Towers Leck – 5th o/a
Hazel Holme – 3 month’s later became Mrs H
All 4 wheels off on bottom of Cartmel Fell

First event: 1972 Towers Leck using Fiat 850.
Most Frightening moment: See below.
Biggest accident: 2004 Ryemoor navigating for Malcolm Grisdale in the Subaru Turbo Coupe, handbrake on
the front wheels. Standard car except for larger diameter exhaust which increased the performance somewhat – had
to get it remapped. Halfway through first half on the plot & bash event, I had my head down plotting whilst we “flew”
over a brow into a 45R. Next I knew were expletives coming from the right hand seat. Looked up and all I could see
was the bank moving sideways in front of us – should have been looking at a piece of tarmac with white lines
painted on it!!
Continued on Page 15

Spotlight On : Bob Hargreaves
Continued from page 14
Biggest accident continued:
Next the bank was going away from us and then a big
bang and I was lying on my side with Mal strapped in his
seat above me shouting to see if I was OK. Apparently
he could see this pool of red liquid getting bigger on the
passenger window!! Mal was climbing out as next car
arrived (Dan Robinson/Ian Gibbins) and they slowed for
what they originally thought was a Code Board. As they
got closer they could see Mal waving and my head stuck
out of the driver’s window as I was now climbing out. We
got the car back onto its wheels, drove out of the field
onto the road and tried to carry on. The steering was
bent, window wouldn’t go up after I handed the time card
to the marshal at next control (dropped 1 minute!!), but I
couldn’t stop the flow of blood from my head so we went
to petrol and then off home. Didn’t knock any sense into
me either according to the wife!!
As we’d come over the brow Mal had seen the
road go right whilst travelling about 30mph to fast. He cut
the corner, but under braking the rear n/s wheel touched
the wet white line and it started to spin us round sending
us backwards across the ditch and through the hedge,
but as the front o/s wheel hit the other side of the ditch it
threw the Subaru up onto its side. I hit the top of my
head on the top mounting for the diagonal seat belts and
was out cold for about 15 seconds, putting Mal into a
panic.

1987 RL Brown 15th o/a
(Last year of Motoring News in 70bhp Avenger)
Mal Grisdale navigating
Bottom of Hill Top, Newby Bridge

As a driver, 1978 RL Brown – 7th overall, had been as high as 3rd from a start number of 65. As
a navigator, 2003 & 2004 Berwick Classic (won them
both with Ian Knowles, Mk1 Escort) but the 2012 Ilkley
Jubilee Historic which I won with Ryan Pickering (TR4)
comes very close. (Went to sign-on as a marshal the day
before, ended up competing).

Best event:

Rally Hero: Roger Clark.
Funniest moments: Forgotten most of them, but

2007 Devils Own – 1st i/c
Ali Procter navigating
Westmorland Show Ground, Crooklands

do remember a Devils Own about 1976. Came into a
passage control where 2 girls were wearing basque’s
and suspenders.

Biggest Influence:

The Motoring News Champi-

onships of old.

Biggest regret:

Not being able to afford to continue as a driver, although now I possibly prefer the left
hand seat. Came back driving a few years ago in the
Historic’s with a Mk1 Escort and then an E30 BMW. Enjoyed myself immensely and won a few trophy’s including a 1st o/a in the Berwick area using the E30.

Most help from:

Members of local MC – Furness.
Didn’t matter if it was car preparation or just advice, it
was always there, as it no doubt still is in all Motor Clubs
today. Over the last 32 years – Mrs H………………

2004 061 – 10th o/a
Mal Grisdale driving
Buxton area

If you were starting again what
would you do different: Absolutely nothing. Not really interested in stage rallies (driven on one – 3rd
overall, navigated on one – won road rally class and driver won his championship). 4WD cars I find so boring to
watch on stage rallies nowadays.
(Continued on page 16)

Spotlight On
Bob Hargreaves
Continued from page 15
Ambitions for the future: Navigating on
HRCR Clubman’s Road Rally Championship and Rally
of The Tests/LeJoG, etc. Not interested in navigating
abroad on the 4 or 5 day events.

Championships:

Won SD34 Road Rally
Navigator’s few years back, came 2nd numerous times.
Nearly all of the navigator’s ones in Furness DMC over
the years. None this year. HRCR Clubman’s in 2014
hopefully.

Best Memories : 1) 1978 RL Brown. MN Cham-

2005 Westmorland – 6th o/a
with Mal G
High Whitber ford, Kings Meaburn

pionship event starting at Seascale. Travelled up over
Corney Fell and knocked 2 teeth off the output shaft in
the gearbox as the wheels spun going over a wet cattle
grid. Continued and went through noise as we had to
pass it to get to scrutineering/signing on. Straight to
signing on and seeing as it was our club organising, I
had words with Myra Barr (became Myra Huddleston
R.I.P.) and she said as her husband’s Avenger estate
wasn’t going anywhere until about 5pm Sunday. Husband Colin agreed, gave me the key’s and both cars
went to scrutineering at Postlethwaite’s Ford Garage.
Had words with Mr P, who OK’d it and we swapped
gearbox’s over. The car was scrutineered on the lift.
Luckily we were seeded as car 65 from 90. Other club
member’s helped us to plot the route and we set off as
scheduled. First selective was back over Corney Fell
2007 G&P Memorial – 10th o/a
(took it easy over all the cattle grids!!). First time card
with Mal G
was handed in to the results team at the top of Coniston Lake. Unbeknown to us we were 3rd, with Terry
Benson leading from Tony Jackson and David Scaife
behind us. All 4 of us in front of all the regular Motoring
News entrants. At the end of the second Card, Mr
Scaife had passed us. We then blotted our copy book
on Colton White when we came down to the hairpin left.
My braking was a little late and we went straight on
down the wet grass for about 30 yards right in front of a
bloke from work. Luckily he and his wife pushed us
back to the track, but we’d been passed by at least 5
cars and by the finish we’d managed to climb back up
to 7th. Back at the Eccleriggs Hotel, the bar was well
and truly open where we collected the 3 trophies and
what really impressed me was the fact as we were 2nd
2011 Lake District Classic – 2nd o/a
with Steve Entwistle
fastest around Scissors/Jackson Ground, dropping only
Waters Farm, exit to Quarry Road over M6, Shap
2 seconds to Tony Jackson (he was dating to a girl who
lived at the end of it) but beating Terry Benson by 5
seconds. That was the best bit!!. Needless to say, got taken home, had some sleep, got collected again and taken
to Eccleriggs and took car back up to Seascale to change the gearbox over.
2) 1979 Towers Leck: Angerton Marsh railway crossing. Took off over the crossing landing only 10
yards to the T-junction, turn right. Had foot on brake on landing, turned right, threw handbrake on and slid into
small banking sideways. Rammed it into first and bang the diff exploded, instant retirement. Learned later as we
were leading by 15 seconds from Terry Benson, who went onto win by 8 minutes. (Contd Page 17)

Spotlight On
Bob Hargreaves
Continued from page 16
Best Memories Continued
3. 1997 Illuminations, navigated for a bloke
from Knutsford area (forgotten his name). Afternoon
regularity section at Winster Ford. Came down the hill
to the ford and warned the driver. Instead of stopping
or slowing down and looking, he launched us straight
into the middle and the deepest part, sucked in water
and hydraulic'd it. We had to get out and as you can
see push it to the other side. Apparently in the Knutsford area the fords have concrete bottoms and are
only about 3 or 4 inches deep, not like Winster can be
12 inches deep when in the wrong place!!! It was the
first time he'd come across one so deep and with a
gravel bed.
As 'bad' luck would have it the two girls on the bridge
are my two eldest daughter's. Photograph was taken
by the event photographer. Ronnie Sandham saw it
when the photographer sent them to Ronnie who was
the event secretary and recognised me and my
daughters. Rick Fry enlarged it and edited it.
I had it presented to me at a club night, in front of everybody.

1997 Illuminations Rally !!!

Advice to newcomers to the sport:
Get out there and have a go. Many of the Historic
events are including Targa Rallies which are the same
as Historic’s but using modern road rally machinery.

2012 Clitheronian - 5th o/a
with Steve

2013 Ilkley Jubilee (HRCR)
6th o/a with Steve
Elslack Reservoir, Earby

Wiremu, a New Zealander, was on the dole in Australia
but about to fly home to watch the Rugby World Cup and
was not feeling well, So he decided to see a doctor.
"Hey doc, I dun't feel so good, ey" said Wiremu.
The doctor gave him a thorough examination and informed
Wiremu that he had long existing and advanced prostate
problems and that the only cure was testicular removal.
"No way doc" replied Wiremu "I'm gitting a sicond opinion
ey!"
The second Aussie doctor gave Wiremu the same diagnosis and also advised him that testicular removal was the
only cure.
Not surprisingly, Wiremu refused the treatment.
Wiremu was devastated, but with the Rugby World Cup
just around the corner he found an expat Kiwi doctor and
decided to get one last opinion from someone he could
trust.
The Kiwi doctor examined him and said: "Wiremu Cuzzy
Bro, you huv Prostate suckness ey."
"What's the cure thin doc ?" asked Wiremu hoping for a
different answer.
"Wull, Wiremu", said the Kiwi doctor "Wi're gonna huv to
cut off your balls."
"Phew, thunk god for thut!" said Wiremu, "those Aussie
ba$t***s wanted to take my test tickets off me!"

Kick Energy
Road Rally
6/7th July

Guy Robinson/Max Freeman
Photos - Jez Turner

Kick Energy Derbyshire Rally,
6/7 July 2013
Matlock Motor Club presented a slick operation in promoting the Kick Energy Rally, from scrutineering to final
results, the move from its traditional April date seems to
have agreed with this events format.
Recent dry weather saw the tarmac and whites in great
condition, however the foliage provided challenges for
travelling crews as it seemed to define twists and turns
that were really not there! The Rally started from its
Simon Boardman / Alan Barnes
long term home at Robinson and Son Packaging just
outside Chesterfield Town Centre, a near perfect start
venue with good parking and facilities to help competitors ease their way into what was obviously going to be
a testing nights motorsport. The route was delivered in
two parts, Not As Maps and blackspots were given out
at signing on, with the meat of the route being passed
to crews one hour before their time. To keep everyone
on their toes, specific control points were not given,
testing for both Novice and Masters alike.
An opening test kindly provided by the events Sponsor,
Kick Energy saw furious action ensue, with an immediate excursion upon exit from this test onto the lanes to
the South West of Chesterfield. Here competitors were
into the notorious Derbyshire whites almost immediately, passing through Dryhurst Farm and heading south. It was
obvious from his rapid passage through this section, previous winner and car one on the night Guy Robinson had
the bit between his teeth, similarly spectacular was the immaculate Clio of Neil Weaver/ Russell Williams. Four
wheel drive proved no advantage as relative newcomer Andy Smith (car 10) went sideways on the gravel strewn
tarmac first section, a good start to only his second event saw mechanicals prove costly at petrol, forcing his retirement. Another crew on a charge were 4th seeds Jason Straker and Richard Holdsworth, the Escort pedalling pair in
full contention until the last section saw them fall off the road, costing them at least 25 minutes which would have
seen an even closer top 10.
The rally progressed westerly, skirting the home clubs town of Matlock and entered the National Park and wound its
way past Dove Dale, tricky overgrown whites with fast flowing lanes testing the crews nerve and map reading skills,
eventual third overall and top experts Richard Hunter and Gary Evans using their local knowledge pressed on superbly through here, as did top semi experts Alex Green and Chris Williams, their Proton Satria on song through the
beautiful Mid Derbyshire lanes.
After petrol, crews started to head back east, a short neutral section saw the Rally head towards Youlgreave and
Alport going north easterly, once again, local knowledge was invaluable as Allan Storer partnered by Tom Fenton
secured top novice on this final section, their dominance giving them a comfortable almost 15 minute lead over Father and Daughter pairing of Paul and Sarah Holmberg.
A final section around Beeley Moor before the competitors took in a last Special Test once again provided kindly by
Kick Energy/Global Brands MD Steve Perez on land he owns.
It was to be a close run affair at the finish, Guy Robinson/Max Freeman just holding the charging pairing of Ian Ainsworth/Steve Merry at bay, experienced locals fighting tooth and nail for the win, the margin just 27 seconds after 100
miles. As mentioned previously Hunter/Evans piloted their Escort to a superb top 3 finish and leading experts a full 4
minutes in front of Graham Dance and Lizzie Pope. In the Masters class, Ainsworth/Merry took top honours, tussling
with Carl Hawkins/Iain Tullie and Neil Weaver/Russ Williams, their ongoing development of the Renault Clio starting
to bear fruit for the ex BTRDA 1400 Champ.
The team at Matlock Motor Club really deserve praise for this event, start to finish, every crew I spoke to seemed to
have praise available for the smooth running and faultless organisation. Sam Collis spoke to me briefly and expressed his wish for an uncomplicated event, to give the competitors value for money and a nights exciting sport in
the Derbyshire countryside. His reward for this was a countrywide entry that filled up in less than 48 hours. I have a
feeling that after this, Matlock may think of this event more as a Summer than Spring run event, think they’ll fill the
next event in 24 Hours after this offering? I do.

Kev Haworth

picture courtesy of JMSPhotographic.com

BRAWDY Stages Rally

Carnforth teenager & CDMC Member, Arron Newby continued his sensational rise to prominence
to win the Brawdy Stages Rally this weekend and in doing so, took his victory tally to five in the
TEGSport Subaru Impreza.
Held in Pembrokeshire, South Wales, the 18 year old was back in action at the event following his third place finish
back in 2011 when he was contesting the Junior class but this time around it was the much more powerful Subaru
Impreza he was competing in.
Along with co-driver Garry Tomlinson, the pair were fastest on all six stages of the RAF military base and at the
end of the 56 stage miles, they were over one minute ahead of their nearest rivals such was their dominance.
Arron Newby: “I’m so happy to have five wins under my belt and I can’t say how much I enjoy driving this car. The
Pirelli RX7 tyres were absolutely spot on and the car ran perfectly on the VP racing fuel were were kindly supplied
with. We had a good lead with just two stages to go and dad said to back it off but there was no way I was going to
as I wanted a clean sweep of all stages! Thanks to Garry who did a fantastic job on the maps and to the TEGSport
team for their superb efforts once again.”
Stuart Newby, TEGSport Team Owner: “Arron has once again proved his pace in the Subaru and it’s been particularly pleasing as there was some tough opposition up at the front including past multiple winners of the event. But
he made it clear on the first stage that he was here for the win and once again he’s come up trumps with yet another victory. It’s a fantastic result and made the long trip to Wales worthwhile so well done to the team for a great
job.”

Shiels STeps up
Georgia Shiels, 17 year old rally driver entered her 1st
senior rally career at the Nicky Grist Stages, one of the
most challenging and technical rallies in the UK! But
what an appearance this young lady made. Seeded car
79 in her new Fiesta ST, she was ready for her 1st gravel
event
At 11:06 she was at the start, waiting for the lights to turn
green ….. this is the moment that she had been dreaming off since she started rallying in the Brick & Steel Junior 100 Championship in her faithful little Micra, all being
single venues! The Main event was just about to start, she intended to learn throughout the day and gain experience in her new car and of course listening to pacenotes, again, for the 1st time. She built up her speed gradually
throughout the day, there were a few hair raising moments, whistling past vast drops following hair pin corners.
Georgia was gradually learning to concentrate fully dependant on her co-driver, Chris Davies’, pacenotes!
During SS1 Georgia had to negotiate what can only be described as carnage, as car after car completely surrendered to the terrain, dodging stray exhaust manifolds off cars up the middle of the road! SS4 being cancelled due
to an accident left a little respite in the 30C degree heat! Georgia’s first ‘hot’ rally…. No thermals were required for
this event!
After a full day of rallying, no major incidents, car running like a dream … she finished her first event without one
scratch on her treasured Fiesta ST. The results for the intense rally were in, Georgia has come 4th in her class
(N3) and 61st overall, out of 120 completing in the rally and due to the gruelling conditions, 38 cars retired! Georgia
was exceptionally pleased to have seen the end of such a technical rally. After arriving back to Rally HQ and the
rally completed, how best to celebrate than with a champagne spray (non-alcoholic, of course) with her team ACW
Motorsport, thanking them for maintaining her Fiesta and the professional impeccable service ensuring that this car
came home!
After such a successful rally, Georgia and Chris are going to compete at the Coracle Stages at Sweet Lamb Rally
Complex on Sunday 21st July … She can’t wait! All in all a phenomenal result from new comer Georgia Shiels.

Nicky Grist Stages Rally
Allingham’s Championship Campaign ‘Hot’s Up’
Stalybridge rally driver Alex Allingham and his Barrow-in-Furness
based co-driver Chris Williams thrust themselves into prime position for MSA Welsh National Rally Championship glory with a
stunning performance on last weekend’s Builth Wells based Nicky
Grist Stages.
Driving the Riverside Property Services backed Subaru Impreza
N10, the crew who only came together at the start of this season
backed up their third overall on May’s Severn Valley Rally with
another strong result of 4th overall last weekend. Competition however was far tougher than they faced on the previous round with
Courtesy of Mark Chappell Gasmark Media’
the Nicky Grist Stages also being a round of the fiercely contested
BTRDA Forest Rally Championship.
The Kumho Tyres backed team immediately set to work with an
impressive time on the opening 4 mile test of Cefn putting them
joint fifth overall with their Group N rivals Sebastian Ling/Aled
Rees (Evo 9). The second stage, Crychan 1 at just over 7 miles
was where Allingham and Williams really showed their intentions,
setting an incredible fourth fastest time and taking an 8 second
advantage over Ling.
Tyres were becoming the hot subject on everyone’s lips as the
crews headed for the third test of the day. Temperatures reaching
25 degrees during the morning loop of stages meant that tyre
Courtesy of James Ward Chicane Media
wear was higher than usual. The Higgins FX Rally School backed
crew chose not to put a new set of tyres on for the technical HalfCourtesy of James Ward Chicane Media
way stage. Renowned for its unforgiving tight corners meant that
just over two thirds through the stage the tyres on Allingham’s Subaru began to overheat causing them to spin in the stage losing
valuable seconds to their rivals. The spin cost the crew enough
time to lose the Group N lead, but only just, and they would head
for the final stage of the morning behind by just one second.
The infamous Route 60 stage made up stage four, and although
not one of Allingham’s favourite stages it was this stage that
would turn the rally on it’s head for the Richard Allingham Cars
backed crew. Midway through the stage, they passed the Subaru
Impreza WRC of championship rivals Connor McCloskey off the
road having rolled out of the event. After a clean run to a sixth fastest time on the stage, Allingham and Williams were now promoted to leading Welsh Championship crew and the
pressure was on. In the event battle, the clean run wasn’t quite fast enough to take time out of Ling and as crews
headed into the midday service halt Allingham and Williams found themselves in 4th overall and just three seconds
behind the Group N lead.
An upbeat Allingham said, ‘It’s been a tough morning! It’s more slippery that we thought it would be and the temperatures are making everything more difficult, especially on tyre wear, we’re running a Medium compound and it’s a little
too soft for these conditions. The hanging dust being kicked up by the cars in front is also causing us a few problems;
it’s the same for everyone though. Chris is doing a great job on the notes guiding me, which is really helpful to pinpoint corners when you can’t see anything but a cloud of dust out of the windscreen!
Allingham also commented on his morning spin, ‘We should have really changed to a set of new fronts before Halfway, it was only a half spin but it’s enough to mean we’re now three seconds off the lead in Group N, we’ll have a big
push this afternoon and do all we can to see if we can claw the time back. Push hard is exactly what Allingham and
Williams did on the opening stage of the afternoon loop, the fifth stage, Crychan 2 and at 9 miles, it was the longest
stage of the rally. Allingham and Williams pushed so hard that they suffered a minor overshoot due to hanging dust
making the corner difficult to see costing them 5 seconds. Even with their issues the pair still managed to set a third
fastest time for the stage even with an engine sourced from a scrap yard. With this exceptional time they took the
three seconds they need back from Ling meaning both crews were now tied for the Group N lead. (Cont Pg 21)

Nicky Grist Stages Rally
Continued from page 20
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It was here, as temperatures in the afternoon
reached a scorching 33 degrees that the battle for Group N honours reaching boiling
point. A second running at both Halfway and
Route 60 remained and it was now an all or
nothing approach from the Riverside Property
Services backed crew. They attacked in Halfway, maybe a little too hard in places though
as they would lose a valuable two seconds to
Ling’s Evo 9, but as other rivals fighting
amongst the top ten hit trouble Allingham and
Williams realised it wasn’t just the Group N
fight and maximum Welsh Championship
points, they were now battling for third overall
in the event. With this in mind going into the final stage Allingham and Williams drove their hearts out, flying
through the stage, however they could only match Ling’s time of 6:06 meaning that they weren’t quite able to do
enough to steal third overall and the Group N honours, missing out in the end by a meagre 2 seconds, however
more importantly Allingham and Williams were the highest placed finisher registered for Welsh Championship
points meaning they took a valuable maximum points haul, their second of the year.
A jubilant Allingham said at the finish, ‘I said it earlier, but today has been one of the toughest days rallying I’ve
ever had and probably one of if not my best drive. It’s been an incredible battle, we’re left rueing the spin we had
this morning a bit, it looks like it’s cost us dear. We thought we had Seb in Halfway this afternoon but unfortunately
it wasn’t to be It just shows you how inch perfect you have to drive all day in this championship. It’s that close
now. It’s obviously a slight disappointment to not have sneaked onto the podium but we came here to really focus
on our Welsh championship charge and to come away with a top five result and maximum points is a massive result. I’m delighted. With Connor making a mistake earlier this morning, it really puts the pressure on him now to
get results in the final two rounds. Dropped scores are going to start taking effect and the championship table is
going to start to look very different from here on in. Today’s result is a real boost to our championship aspirations
and I think puts us in the driving seat, especially with my favourite event, the Woodpecker, coming next.’
Williams also went onto say, ‘I can only reiterate what Alex has said, it’s been hot, dusty and just generally tough
all day, the battle has been awesome to be a part of but unfortunately we couldn’t quite do enough to come out on
top. To finish in the top five of a BTRDA round for me is simply incredible, it’s something I never thought I’d ever
achieve so it’s certainly a day I’ll never forget, and to do it among such strong competition as the field that was out
there today and in a Production class car is even better.’
The result sees the pair climb to 2nd in the Welsh National Championship standings with two rounds remaining.
Allingham and Williams’ next outing will be the Ludlow based, Woodpecker Stages Rally. The 45 mile event takes
in stages in the forests of Haye Park and Radnor on Saturday 31st August.
You can catch Allingham and Williams in action on Special Stage’s Nicky Grist Stages TV Review Programme on
Motors TV (Sky Channel No: 447) on Friday 2nd August at 21:00hrs.

Chris Williams : Clitheroe & DMC

West Cumbria Motorsport Club

P & R Benn
Greystoke Stages was this year very aptly
named.
The Sun was shinning, Summer appeared to
be with us at last and the stages were very
dry and dusty. At the end of the day everyone had a grey car.
I was positioned at Junction 15 doing radio
and other than one incident had a very quiet
event.
Ian Joel from Carnforth won the event by a
mere19s from Richard and Edwin Cooke

Lake District Classic Rally
Wigton & DMC

Historic Motorsport In The North Of England And Scotland

RUDDOCKS REIGN ON
SUN SOAKED LAKELAND

John and Abi Ruddock sparkled in the sun, putting on a dominant
display to take a convincing win on a sun drenched Lakeland Classic Rally, their task eased somewhat when nearest challengers
Ross Butterworth/ Andy Pullan and John Bertram / Andrew Fish
both retired their Escorts leaving the runners up spot to the TR4 of
Ryan Pickering/ Edward Phippard, a fitting reward for their long trek
up to Cumbria from Southampton.
The Lake District Classic has, justifiably, become a “Must Do”
event for the NESCRO regulars since the organising team of Ron
Palmer and David Agnew took over running the show and an excellent entry of over 40 cars turned up at the Penrith Truck Stop ready
for their latest offering which featured 20 tests and two regularities,
all within 10 miles of the rally base, with several new venues on
offer including the regularity which was run on private roads. The
opening test was the traditional blast in among the massed ranks of
huge articulated trucks and was a Ruddock benefit, John and Abi’s
Escort tying with the Viva HB of David Ruddock/ Kevin Carruthers.
A short hop over the M6 motorway led to an equally short test at
the Rheged visitor centre and the first of a string of fastest times for
the Ruddocks. Paul Brereton/ Maurice Ellison ( RS 2000) understeered into a large grass bank but continued undaunted while the
Hargreaves/ Naylor Dolomite Sprint picked up a maximum for a
wrong test. Next came two tests in Penrith Auction Mart which
again went to the Ruddocks, they were pushed hard on the first
one by the quick Mini 1275 GT of Neal and Eileen Horsfall who
then spoiled it all by posting a wrong test on the second one. Pre
rally favourites Butterworth/ Pullan made an early exit here when
their Escort broke a driveshaft, while the Alexander/ Parry Viva HB
cut out mid test with an electrical problem
More tests at Penrith Rugby Club and rally ace Paul Bird’s poultry
farm saw the Ruddocks continue to set the pace their nearest
challengers now the newly rebuilt Mark 1 Escort of John Bertram/
Andrew Fish which had, literally, just been finished the previous
evening. Next came a new and interesting regularity, set in the
grounds of Lowther Castle and utilising a superb forest track plus a
large tarmac area that was an assembly point for tanks during
World War Two. Bertram/ Fish tied with the big Volvo PV 544 of
Peter and Dougie Humphries dropping just 5 seconds with Dave
Marsden/ Mike Garstang (Cortina MK1) on 7 and Pickering/ Phippard on 9. The Yanwath regularity saw the demise of Keen/ Philips
TR6 which ground to a halt with a driveshaft problem. The Ruddocks took the mornings remaining three tests, featuring the usual
blast down the tarmac at Highfield Farm and a return visit to Penrith Auction Mart to arrive at the lunch halt with a 15 second lead
over Bertram/ Fish, Marsden/ Garstang were performing heroics to
have the Cortina up into 3rd spot and Entwhistle / Hargreaves were
fourth despite having concerns about the “Orangebox” Mini’s oil
pressure. The problem was trace to a sticking relief valve and repaired during the lunch break.
Photographs courtesy of
Suitably refreshed, the crews commenced the afternoon session
Phil James PRO-RALLY PHOTOGRAPHY with a return to the auction mart where the Ruddocks continued
where they had left off before lunch, although they were matched on
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the opener by the Horsfalls Mini.
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Continued on Page 23
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Championship Standings
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Following Lake District Classic
Drivers

Continued from page 22
A run down the A6 and through Shap took crews to the perennial favourite at Waters Farm where the organisers strategically placed code boards caused quite a few crews to incur
extra penalties. This was followed by a very dusty trip through
Hardondale Quarry where Ruddock just headed a hard charging Dave Marsden and t’other Ruddock’s Viva HB. A return run
through Waters Farm again caused problems; the organisers
had cunningly deviated the route and moved the code boards,
causing the navigators a bit of head scratching. Pickering/
Phippard were clearly quickest on this one which saw the
Craig/ Leary MGB lose its exhaust, the crew stopping mid test
to retrieve it and bung it in the boot! Bertram/ Fish’s challenge
ended here when they suffered a puncture, stopping to change
the wheel at the end of the test, they found the hub damaged
and their fine run was over.
A second run over the Yanwath regularity came next and saw
Pickering/ Phippard best dropping just 3 seconds with Marsden/ Garstang and Ruddock/ Carruthers on 8 and the Humphreys on 12. The last two tests were a return to Highfield and
a final blast round the truck stop lorry park, the two Ruddocks
tied on the former while John just headed David on the final
test to wrap up what had been a very commanding display. It
was a day for some really outstanding performances with
Pickering doing well to bring the TR4 home in second spot,
Entwhistles third place in the relatively underpowered 998 Mini
was a great drive while Marsden drove like a demon to bring
the Cortina home fourth, only 4 seconds away from a podium
finish.
Once again the lake District Classic lived up to it’s reputation
as one of the top Northern events fantastic tests, slick organisation and a prompt results service, with some happy and contented crews making their way home after a hugely enjoyable
and entertaining days sport and if the Wigton Motor Club can
retain the services of the same organising team they are assured of another bumper entry next year.

RESULTS :1. John & Abi Ruddock
2. Ryan Pickering/ Edward Phippard
3. Steve Entwhistle / Bob Hargreaves
4. Dave Marsden / Mike Garstang
5. David Ruddock / Kevin Carruthers
6. Neil & Eileen Horsfall
7. Ron Kendall / Nick Cooper
8. Trevor Barnes / Andrew Shelley
9. Peter & Dougie Humphrey
10. Jim Hendry / Colin Murray

Ford Escort RS2000
Triumph TR4
Mini Cooper 98
Ford Cortina MK1
Vauxhall Viva HB
Mini 1275 GT
Ford Anglia 1500
Rover 2000
Volvo PV 544
Triumph TR3

960
1004
1029
1033
1054
1126
1152
1153
1155
1184

Class Awards :H1/H2.
H3.
H4.
H5.
H6.

Navigators

1st. Dave Marsden

Peter & Dougie Humphreys,
Steve Entwhistle/ Bob Hargreaves,
Dave Marsden/ Mike Garstang,
Steven & David Byrne ( Lancia Fulvia ) , (CDMC)
David Ruddock/ Kevin Carruthers.

Report prepared by Ed Graham Hexham & DMC
(& CofC of the John Robson Rally)
01661 833167
edgraham01@sky.com

2nd. Paul Brereton
3rd.
4th.
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th

1st. Andrew Fish
2nd. Mike Garstang
3rd. Bob Hargreaves

Ross Butterworth
4th.
Nigel Cardale
Matthew Warren 5th.
Gavin Thomson
6th.
John Ruddock
7th
John Bertram
8th
Steve Entwistle
9th .
Ryan Pickering
10th.

Maurice Ellison
Ali Proctor
Cath Woodman
David Lauder
Maureen Dixon
Roy Heath
Richard Welsh

Lake District Classic Rally

Chris Ellison Photography07572 - 449625

Far too complacent
The weather was brilliant, the scenery fantastic,
and we had been looking forward to this following
our outings on the Devils, Ilkley & Berwick. It had
been a steep learning curve and now that the engine was running as it should we were ready for
this. Or so we thought. It was probably down to me
that we did not do as well as we should. I thought
we had the calling of tests cracked but quickly
found that with the extra pace that the engine now
had, we were getting to cones a lot quicker and
Paul had not got the instruction he should have in
time. The other thing was that we were running as
car 6. On previous events we had run a lot further
down the field. ‘How does that make a difference’ I
hear you ask. Well, when you run further back, you
arrive at tests and have to wait, Whilst waiting, we
go through the tests and commit them to memory.
By being early there was no queue and we were
straight into the test and not prepared (Fail to prepare and be prepared to fail !) Still had a lot of
laughs and enjoyed ourselves enormously. I was
telling Ian Bruce all about our exploits and lack of a
result and he commented ‘I think you two should
stop enjoying yourselves as much, remember you
are competing, and do the job’. Lesson learned,
methinks. A few less laughs and we must take it
more serious in future. Moz

Lake District Classic Rally

Following the cancellation of the Coalville rally on the 7th
July, Robert and I managed to get a late entry in the above
rally based at and around the Penrith Truck Stop. 300 mile
round trip but fun.
The rally was only 90 road miles with 20 tests including
regularities on two of them!! We stayed overnight at the
truck stop £22 each which was adequate and clean.
Noise, scrutineering and signing on started at 7.30am
prompt, after which we were able to plot the whole route
over breakfast, very civilised and laid back. First car away at
09.30am, travelled all of 30 yards to Test 1.which was a
blind up through a chicane of cones and between three rows
of very expensive looking lorries and trailers.
A large proportion of the first half of the day was centered
round Penrith and so from a navigators point of view I had
to keep vigilant in order not to misread my very close pencil
lines and go off in the wrong direction.
Test 3. Which we would complete three times during the
day, took us up a steep entrance to a small car park, the
important clue here was ‘NOT TO SCALE’ so whilst all the
cones were, I suppose, where they should have been, as
we topped the hill it became very apparent that it was going
to be very tight for the Volvo. Test 4. Was a fair and open
one which we improved on during the day. Test 7. Was to
see just how good your car was at turning with 4 x 360 all
within a distance of .11 mile, phew.
Test 8 saw the first run at a regularity, starting at 28mph,
through a series of 10 cones the last of which became ITC
1. Change to 20 mph until you found ITC 2. Change back to
28 mph through a slightly different circuit up to the finish!!
Tests 9/19 took place in a quarry and as the car in front of
you left the line you didn’t see him again until he came howling back to the finish, due to the very dry dusty conditions.
After lunch we made our way to Waters farm near Shap,
which I have since learned is used regularly by car events in
this area. Basically all on old tarmac with a need to stop and
collect a couple of code boards on the way (these were vertically mounted old number plates) these certainly needed a
second look. A fast test lasting over two minutes, the first
run took you left and into the farmyard past the barns, the
second run taking you right missing the farmyard. Good
tests good fun.
Test 18. Was a second stab at the regularity with the new
speeds of 30mph and 20mph, more people got the hang of
this on the second run
The final test was back at the truck stop with a slight variation to test 1. Running in the opposite direction through the
rows of parked trucks. At the end of the test our afternoon
time cards were taken from us and it was into the cafe to
pick up the final meal of the day. On the board as we went
in the halfway results were waiting for us.
At 16.16pm The organiser Ron Palmer announced that the
final results had been posted and the presentations will be
at 17.00pm
As promised at 17.00pm the finale commenced.
The winners were John and Abi Ruddock HRCR members
from York, second were Ryan Pickering and Edward Pippard HRCR from the south.
Robert and I finished in 16th spot 4th in class.
Overall a very slick event, enabled us to make new friendships with people from the North of England and Scotland
and certainly we will be considering entering the Wigton M C
next Historic event which is on 22nd October the SOLWAY
CLASSIC contact David Wiggins 016973 49488

On the 7th of July the Lake District was the backdrop for its annual classic rally. The event started at
its usual venue of the Penrith truck stop. An assortment of beautiful classic and modern cars competed,
including Minis, MG’s Fords and Vauhalls. These
cars lined up for a satisfying day of driving the 70
mile course which proved to be a pleasure to run.
Throughout the day, the weather stayed dry and exceptionally warm and sunny, which came as a curse
for some and a blessing for others.
The day started with drivers checking in and receiving their map route instructions, which had some
obvious changes from last year. This was a negative
point for some competitors as they enjoyed last year
and had some doubts as to this year’s more localised
course, but it’s safe to say that by the end they had
not been disappointed. After completing the first test
at the truck stop, competitors began following the
short but sweet route, which highlighted some of the
best views that northern England has to offer. The
event contained 20 tests, which were held over areas
such as car parks, woodland tracks, a farm and even
a mill, which served as proof that this popular event
will always have some tracks to offer that will leave a
smile on your face.
The event came to a close at about 4 o’clock with
competitors returning to the truck stop, completing
the last test, eating their meals, and conversing with
each other over their opinions of the day. Results
were promptly posted with time to query before the
winners were revealed in the cosy bar above the
truck stop. The overall winner of the day was a Ford
Escort 2000, driven by John Ruddock and navigated
by his daughter Abi. With runners up being Ryan
Pickering’s Triumph TR4, and Steve Entwhistle’s famous orange box Mini Cooper. Some other notable
entries were Ross Butterworth and John Bertram
who sadly had to retire early. As the day came to a
close, nobody left doubting that the Lake District
Classic was a great example of Road Rallying at its
finest, and that it acts a shining beacon of everexciting world of motorsport.

Peter Mellor

David Byrne : Clitheroe &DMC
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Steven & David Byrne
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Dave Corris Autos Forest Rally
Six Of The Best For Newby
Following his fifth outright rally success on the Brawdy
Stages Rally based in Wales, Carnforth teenager Arron Newby continued his great form with a sixth victory
when he took another convincing win on this weekend's Dave Corris Autos Forest Rally in the Isle of
Man.
After winning the opening round of the Eurostars Motorsport.com Manx Rally Championship back in February with the Chris Kelly Memorial Rally only to retire
picture courtesy of Mark Corlett
on the Manx National Rally in May when well placed
against some of the country's top tarmac drivers, 18year-old Newby was keen to get back to winning ways on the
Manx Autosport-organised event in the forests of the Island.
Seeded at car 1, Newby and Manx co-driver Rob Fagg were in
action in a TEG Sport used sales Subaru N11 which was already
in gravel trim and in the dry and dusty conditions, they took the
lead on the opening stage and were never headed with fastest
time on every stage, eventually winning by 49 seconds.
The result catapulted Newby back into championship contention given that dropped scores will play into his hands
as the year progresses and now looks forward to the Manx International Rally which comprises a double header
for championship points in September.
Arron Newby: "I'm chuffed to bits as it's not only my sixth win but importantly my first forest win. The stages were
very dry and dusty and I struggled to get used to the Group N car as it's totally different to what I've driven previously, especially not having the sequential gearbox which I have in my tarmac car, and having to get used to a
standard gearbox. But by stage three I was in the zone and loving every minute. The TEG Sport team did another
fantastic job, especially re-mapping the car to run on VP race fuel and the Pirelli K6 compound tyres were brilliant
throughout the event. So a big thanks to them and as ever, Rob was brilliant on the notes so it was a big team effort."
Stuart Newby, TEG Sport Team Owner: "Arron has shown he now has the pace on gravel as well as tarmac and
this victory is a benchmark one. He's not been beaten on a stage in two rallies now, one on tarmac and one on
gravel so we are over the moon with the way he's driving. Conditions were difficult today and he drove a sensible
rally without taking risks and the result has thrust us back into contention for the Manx Championship. Thanks to
the team and the sponsors who have made this latest result possible and we couldn't be happier right now."

The St. George’s Day Rally
This extremely popular event, and the curtain raiser to the season, attracted over one hundred historic, classic and interesting vehicles to
celebrate National Drive It Day, promoted by the Federation of British
Historic Vehicle Clubs on a nationwide basis, but run by the LAC as the
St. George’s Day Rally.
Starting from Mitton Hall, Roland Halewood, the Town Crier of Clitheroe,
dressed in his full regalia, flagged the cars away on a new route, which
briefly incorporated Hurst Green, Stonyhurst, Birdy Brow and The
Trough of Bowland to the rest halt at the Station Inn, Caton, returning via
High Bentham, Tatham Fell, Slaidburn and Waddington and onwards to
the finish at Mitton Hall.
Starting in fine and dry weather, there were showers on higher ground,
followed by a deluge or two, and a first for this event was SNOW! Still in
evidence over Tatham Fell.
The organisers noted, however, that there was a serious deterioration in
many road surfaces since the route was planned, and on this years
event the route information book gave participants some facts and history of the places they travelled through. Our thanks go to Gaskells Motor Bodies of Great Harwood, who sponsored the event.

(Lancashire AC - All Torque Magazine)

MSA British Rally Championship round three
RSAC Scottish Rally 28/29 June 2013
Fisher takes fine first win in Scottish forests
Northern Irish duo Alastair Fisher and Gordon Noble took victory
on round three of the MSA British Rally Championship, the
RSAC Scottish Rally, a first win for the 23 year old after his debut
in the series on the Jim Clark rally in 2008.
The DGM Sport crew’s win is particularly special for Fisher, having come so close on several occasions in recent years. But he
didn’t have it all his way from the start, swapping stage times
with Morris Lubricants DMS crew Tom Cave/Ieuan Thomas from
the outset.
In fact it was Cave who was fastest out of the box, stopping the
clocks 2.3 seconds ahead of Fisher on the opening stage, Windy
Hill. Fisher responded in his identical Citroën DS3 R3T and took
Alastair Fisher and Gordon Noble
a 0.8 second advantage, crews reporting that the regarded
stages were very loose.
Meanwhile, championship leaders Jukka Korhonen and Marko Salminen struggled to find a rhythm, losing out to the
front pair to the tune of fourteen seconds after the excellent spectator stage at Heathhall.
While the Finn scratched his head at the pace of the leaders, they added another statistic to the recent BRC close
finishes, on exactly the same tenth of a second as they headed to the first service of the day.
Cave then snuck ahead by a tenth after the second run through Windy Hill, Fisher stating that he felt confident and
coming back to eke the biggest gap of the day. The 4.5 second ‘buffer’ seemed enough to break Cave’s charge,
slipping back over the next several stage to eventually fall into the improving Finn’s clutches.
With stage eight cancelled after an incident in the NGK Spark Plugs BRC Challenge, there weren’t enough stages
for Cave to mount a comeback, leaving Fisher first and Korhonen second.
Fishers win leap frogs the amiable Tyrone man to second in the MSA British Rally Championship, closing the gap to
leader Korhonen to five points at the season’s halfway mark.
Fisher said at the finish in Dumfries, “It has been a long time coming, but I’m delighted to be on the top step of the
podium at last. We should have won several times in the past although it isn’t the first outright win for me and Gordy
(Noble), We have won an event at home before. We’ll look at the championship carefully now, as there is a clash
with our home event and Rally Deutschland WRC3.”
Culina Palletforce crew John MacCrone and Phil Pugh had just what was needed, a solid finish in fourth having
overhauled reigning Pirelli Star Driver Mark Donnelly. But Fisher’s DGM Sport team-mate Donnelly and co-driver
Dai Roberts also fell into the clutches of Jonny Greer and Jonny Hart who improved as the day’s stages unfolded.
Thanks to Fisher’s top points, DGM Sport now takes a clear two point lead in the BRC Teams Cup ahead of Morris
Lubricants DMS, with three third places leaving Culina Palletforce Racing needing good results to catch up.
BRC RallyTwo honours went to Daniel McKenna and Arthur Kierans after the Irishmen held their nerve in the face
of stiff opposition. Early leader Steve Røkland and James Aldridge had a gearbox mounting problem and ended the
event fourth R2, the offending item replaced by a ratchet strap.
McKenna had problems of his own en route to his second win, first bending a rear axle, then struggling with errant
power steering on his Fiesta R2. But buoyant to the last, he smiled as the opposition waned.
Scots Ruary Macleod and Drew Sturrock were rewarded with second place after Jon Armstrong also hit trouble with
a puncture early on, Røkland’s rally was spoiled, Garry Pearson holed his sump and Alex Parpottas exited the event
with a roll on stage two.
It was a good day in the office for Macleod, who not only stayed out of trouble, but impressed on the way, securing
the third Pirelli Star Driver nomination to add to those of Røkland and McKenna on rounds one and two respectively.
As the only manufacturer registered for points, it is a foregone conclusion that Citroën UK extend the lead in the
MSA British Manufacturers Rally Championship and will certainly retain the 2012 title. But the Citroën Racing
Trophy UK points follow those of the main championship, Korhonen ahead of Fisher and Cave. The Fiesta SportTrophy has a new leader in the form of McKenna who overhauls Røkland with a lead of three points with Jon Armstrong leap-frogging Parpottas for third.
The MSA British Junior Rally Championship also has a new leader. Ben Mckay’s victory over a Harry Threlfall
puts him and co-driving dad Jason two points clear, Threlfall’s puncture robbing us of a ding-dong battle. The
Twingo Renaultsport R1 Trophy UK mirrors these results too, the first time both crews have avoided serious trouble to make the finish.
Jon Armstrong may have had problems, but he still extends his lead in the RAVENOL Oils Newcomers Trophy,
Irishman David Carney maintaining second despite crashing out of the event on stage two. He shares that second
place with Ben Mckay however, both drivers on 32 points apiece.
Returning after a sabbatical on the Jim Clark Rally was Timmy Cathcart, the trip from Northern Ireland made worthwhile by winning the Mantis Best Presented Car Award, trophy and cheque for £250 – his Fiesta R2 deemed the
best turned out by scrutineers at the start of the event.

Coracle Stages
Georgia Shiels, 17 year old rally driver competed in her 2nd Senior
Rally on Sunday 21st July in yet another challenging rally at the Coracle Stages with international co-driver Chris Davies.
After the success of the Nicky Grist Rally, her first senior event, Georgia was certainly keen to get back into the seat of her now beloved
Ford Fiesta ST. So a late entry was sent to the organisers of the
Coracle Stages, Sweet Lamb Complex, South Wales. Seeding received as car 36 and off she went!
Georgia set off in the Fiesta, sun glaring down and due to the abphoto thanks to JMSphotographic.com
sence of rain in the last couple of weeks the cars creating huge dust
plumes around the complex, creating another difficulty to overcome! Unfortunately a slow rear puncture on SS1
necessitated cautious driving as there was not time to change it for SS2. Tyre changed around and puncture replaced during service, Georgia was now excited to be able to push on through the next stage, taking into consideration the unforgiving terrain and the famous drops at Sweet Lamb, there is certainly no room for error…. Concentrating hard on the new pacenotes was a real test of constant concentration throughout the day due to the technicality
of the stages. Georgia still trying to master this newly acquired skill.
Georgia was stopped in her tracks within minutes of starting SS5 due to a serious incident, where a competitor’s car
met a ditch nose first! Back to the start ….Getting psyched for SS6, off she went taking the famous Colin McRae’s
words of “if in doubt, flat out” too extreme over a jump, resulting in her powering out of it ambitiously as the Ford Fiesta flew 6 foot in the air over the jump itself and avoiding two large ditches! The Fiesta landed at the edge of the
road scattering poles during the ‘landing’. Phew! Minimal damage to the car and the crew relieved and unharmed.
Spectators kindly collecting parts of her Fiesta to save some of the cost of repair! Unfortunately, when the car
limped back to service, after a quick investigation by her trusty team, it was agreed to end the rally, due to a bent
ball joint damaging the hub….
The Fiesta is now in the care of ACW motorsport for some serious TLC, with Georgia helping, staying in Wales as
they have to be ready for Neath Valley Stages on Saturday 10th August. Georgia can’t wait and would like to thank
ACW Motorsport and Shiels Systems Ltd for their constant support.
‘Like’ Georgia Shiels Rallying on Facebook for regular updates, videos and pictures!
Georgia Shiels Rallying

Derbyshire Dales Scenic Tour.
Saturday 1st June 2013 dawned as a bright and sunny day, ideally suited to the inaugural scenic tour, run by the
East Midlands branch of the HRCR, organised by John Taylor and Peter Haynes.
Donnington Collection Museum was the comfortable start to proceedings, where the signing-on took place followed
by an English breakfast which set the tone of the day.
Twenty seven cars lined up to be sent off at one minute intervals from 10.00am. The route lead us away from the
noise of the East Midlands Airport and the Aston Martins practising around the Donnington Circuit, on through the
South Derbyshire villages of Kings Newton, Melbourne, Ingelby, Repton and Willington up to the junction with the
A38/A50. Next it was past the Toyota factory and through the village of Burnaston, which used to be the home of the
first Derby Airport.
A steady route began to emerge which was easily followed in the excellent road book provided. Passing the Kedleston Park and Mercaston areas saw the cars gradually climbing into the Lower Peak before coming to the old lead
mining area of Idridgehay. A diversion sign, backed up by a local who indicated the road ahead was closed, certainly caught out one of the crews! The smell of coffee just up the road at Wirksworth led us to the Ecclesbourne
Valley Railway. During this mid morning break, the Secretary Tony Barron and his wife (who were out in their Tiger)
and two other well dressed chaps took their coffees and enjoyed a 10 minute ride on the train up to Middle Peak
(something John cannot take credit for!).
Suitably refreshed, a loop round Middleton with some great views over Wirksworth on the way, brought us into the
lovely Via Gellia before moving up to a little village called Ible and on to Grange Mill. Past the village of Winster,
which was the epi centre of a massive earth tremor back in the 1950’s, and around the village of Alport meant we
were at the top of the route - downhill from here! The scenery on such a lovely day was, as you would expect in
Derbyshire, wonderful. It wasn’t long before the cars were moving down through Elton and the Long Cliffe Quarries,
where most of the limestone for the roads of this country come from. Finally through Brassington and into the lunch
halt at Carsington Water, an attractive venue with many activities, where a lot of crews made use of the weather,
setting up their picnics overlooking the reservoir.
It was hard work for the crews to pull themselves away from such an idyllic spot to start the third and final leg of the
route which quickly took them out towards Bradbourne, down past the ford at Tissington (why not through it John?)
meeting the A515 at Fenny Bentley. The route didn’t quite make the village of Thorpe but turned right up a gated
road over Thorpe Pasture where we were greeted by the season’s new lambs and the stunning view.
Having worked our way through the delightful village of Milldale, which crosses the River Dove, it was then down the
opposite side to Ilam, which was the site of one of the first youth hostels in the country. Okeover Hall was another
well appointed land mark on route which took the crews back across the A515 and around Ashbourne continuing
south, through the Hole in the Wall, Shirley, Longford and Etwall, which saw the end of the run in sight. A quick
sprint along the A50 before arriving at Swalkestone Nurseries for a very well deserved cream tea..

The Barrow Taxi Column

aka Mr Paul Brereton

What happened this month? Maurice and I went up to Penrith to do the Lake District Classic Rally. The Car was running well and all seemed good and we were very
keen to do a better job of things having gained some experience on The Devils
(engine problems) The Ilkley Classic (a total disregard for regularities) The Berwick
(things were coming together and we were beginning to understand what we needed
to do) So now here we are at the start of the event and raring to go. The first test in
the Truckstop went well and we only dropped 3 seconds which we were fairly happy
with I had not dared trust the handbrake because it had just been sorted and I had
no confidence in it doing any good on tarmac so I just drove the test. Following that, there was a melt down of the
crew on both sides of the car and we just piled up points through stupid mistakes (I called them schoolboy errors
but Maurice pointed out that with a joint age of 136 years it must be senility) Anyway after three tests I thought to
hell with it I am going to have a go with this handbrake and lo and behold the thing works a treat so as we have run
out of excuses I will just say our results were decidedly unmemorable but we scored highly for enthusiasm !! However, all was not lost because at the finish one of the Berwick members came over and gave us an award we had
won on the Berwick Classic. Ours was the biggest class on the event and class awards went down to 4th place so
we got a very nice (unexpected) trophy. Our next event is the Durham Dales on September 1st so what will we be
saying about that post rally. We hope we will find inspiration during the summer break.
The next big news this month is the cancellation of the Morecambe Rally. Lots has been said about this on BR
forum and other places. Danny Cowell just does not get enough support and it is a great shame because he tries
really hard for the club. A few years ago I started to bang on a bit about how we should be encouraging young people into our sport and I have taken some flak at various times for my views which never seem to be happily accepted by the old school. I have been dismayed that so many motor clubs have fallen by the wayside over recent
years and mostly through old school attitudes. I do not claim to know what young people want or expect from a motor club when I was young, many moons ago I did know what myself and my contemporaries enjoyed but generations change and not always for the worse. We used to look forward avidly to club nights with 8mm film shows of
rallying. I doubt if anyone would turn up for such an event now. Scalextric race nights were quite a fun thing in the
dim and distant past but peoples expectations change and we need to move with the times. Looking around the
clubs I am primarily aligned to ‘My club’ KLMC. It used to be FDMC but sadly that is almost defunct now. I like to
support all clubs where possible and am a member of many. KLMC has a good healthy young element to it and I
am most impressed with Clitheroe who seem to have cornered the youth market. Wigton has diverse interests and
again, is a very healthy club GPMC is a great club too. Eden Valley is predominantly young people and is doing
well. I can’t speak about every club in the north west but you get the gist. Morecambe Car Club are now struggling
and without radical changes will cease to exist and that is a great shame.
Trying to look objectively at some solutions to problems with the club scene I feel that more inter-club interaction
would be a very positive thing. We now have the internet and a whole different way of speaking to each other. Ste
Hudson has started Black Sheep Racing site and the instant success of this site proves that we want a bit of banter
and a bit of easy communication. Ste is to be commended for this idea which is a thing I liked when Paul Whitelock
at the Heaves used to run a forum on the KLMC website and it was always busy with people talking rallying or general rubbish but it engenders interest and it was sad to see the forum go but Paul is a very busy man and all the
work was being left to him. In the 60s and 70s motor clubs were very much the ‘in’ thing, motoring was becoming
more accessible to the working man and like golf clubs there was an elite of the ruling classes who made clubs
very cliquey. Memberships were high and each club could be very insular. FDMC talk to Morecambe. Are you having a laugh ? Now though, numbers are dwindling and I feel that more than ever inter club relations should be high
on the agenda. If a club has a good speaker coming on club night, throw an open invitation to every other club in
the area. Who wants to turn up at a clubnight with 7 or 8 people who don’t have much to say to each other anyway.
We could interact with marshals, PR work and all other areas. Speaking as a road rally man we all love the interaction we have at rallies and most of us have become good friends who enjoy meeting up at events and having a bit
of friendly banter together. I am sure this could stretch beyond just being at events.
With the use of the internet we could keep regular contact. Some people are buried in the past and want nothing
to do with computers but how can you hope to run a club (business) limited companies remember granddad ? without modern technology. Could clubs get together and maybe offer joint memberships or affiliation of clubs at a
price ? These things may or may not be possible but as the numbers of people interested in our sport are a finite
number lets think about more interaction. Ste Hudson I salute you for bringing people together and passing around
more information and banter. Long live the Black Sheep. The latest idea of splitting the group into an open forum
and one that is closed to invited people is sound. Young people can find us easily and receive help and advice on
how to get into motor sport but more in depth subjects can be discussed more privately. We come from all different
clubs you know. Isn’t that amazing or is it what I just said above (a bit more interaction).
Comments in next months newsletter welcome. Positive or negative.
Went up to ‘The cars the star show’ and had a lovely chilled out day. Motor club member numbers were a little bit
down because of other events, mainly Greystoke, being on the same day but those of us who made it enjoyed
some very pleasant banter on a wonderful hot day with a huge turn out of classic cars. Fed up now because the
Morecambe is not running and have to wait until September for the Durham Dales. That’s all folks !

July has been a busy old month & stinking hot to boot.
First I turn up at the Go Motorsport day at Darwen services
a whole week early and on the Sunday did the Lakes Classic with Paul Brereton in his RS2000. The following weekend I go back to Darwen services on the correct date to be
followed by a day of chewing dust on the Greystoke Stages
Then its an extended weekend with me taking Friday off
work to go down to the Forest of Dean for the Ross Traders.
In between all that there was the Table Top Rally at CDMC
and the SD34MSG Meeting at the Hartwood Hall. I managed to wriggle out of CDMCs Grass Autotest and used the
time to get maps ready for the Ross Traders and the Morecambe Rally which was subsequently cancelled.
August looks pretty bleak - nothing at all planned. Looks
like I will have to tackle the jungle that is my garden.
September couldn't be busier. Got the Durham Dales with
Paul, followed by the Mullard Trophy with Steve Price, then
the Countdown with Matt Kiziuk (same weekend), then its
the Doonhamer with Paul and finish the Month off with the
Clitheronian with Andy. (got asked to do the Clwyd Classic
on the 7th but need some time at home)
When I did the Lakeland I spotted a compact set of Speed
Tables in one of the cars. Got chatting to the Nav and finished up buying a set (See photo below)
If you want a set contact : Peter Mellor, 21, Warren Croft,
HANDSACRE, Rugeley, Staffordshire, WS15 4TB.
Phone: 01543 492 722.

Mo’s Mutterings
or
‘Grumpy Old Git’
gets on his
Soap Box’

COCK UP’ Trophy
On Saturday the 13th of July there was a celebration
of all things Motorsport with Static displays and demonstration runs plus passenger runs. This was all part
of the Go Motorsport National Motorsport Live week
See page 37 & 38
However, a certain editor of this illustrious rag got his
dates confused and arrived one whole week early.
He then added to his stupidity by hanging around for
two hours ‘F’ing & Geffing and calling all sorts of people unforgivable names for not turning up.
Clitheroe & DMC awarded this sad individual their
‘COCK UP’ Trophy at their Summer BBQ on Tuesday the 23rd of July. The award was presented by
the previous recipient and ‘Mein Host’ of the BBQ Mr.
Ross Miller

The Saga of the RS2000 Jacket
I am doing the Rally of the Tests on the 30th of October—3rd of November Paul Crosby in his 1970 Porche 911.
I was going to do the John Robson with Paul Brereton but
have been excused. So if you are out there spectating—I
could do with some shots for inclusion in Decembers Report. By doing the RoTT the November spotlight will probably be out a day or two before the end of the month

1970 Porsche 911 that was MSA
rally prepared by Francis Tuthill

Continued
Replacement Jacket has just arrived
But in between I received this shirt (photo below)
I have never owned an Audi Quattro but it is a nice
shirt. I emailed the supplier and he is at a loss as to
how this was sent to me but says I can keep it along
with the original jacket - freebies wahay!
Before the replacement Jacket turned up (which does
have my name spelled correctly) I was semi hoping
for another mistake - the way things were going I
was looking forward to a whole new wardrobe for free

Inside the Industry
June Sales
The surge in UK new car sales continued unabated, in fact gathered pace last month. Registrations were a whopping 13.4% up on June last year, year to date figures are just over 10% up. Anecdotal evidence says there are
fewer pre-registrations, more genuine sales. In the luxury end Aston Martin and Jaguar did extremely well. In the
volume sector Renault and Subaru seem to have both bounced off the bottom after a long decline, but both have
a long way to go to recover years of lost ground. Renault have been helped by almost 7000 Dacias being sold
this year from a standing start. Skoda are doing well, but not as well as the Skoda boss I mentioned last month
would have liked posting a half year market share of 2.78%, not the 3% that seemed so important to them.
Fiat are showing extremely good growth, whilst sister company Alfa Romeo is the exact opposite, being almost
one-third down this year on what was a pretty awful 2012. I reckon Alfa dealers are on average registering about 4
new cars each on average every month, take away demonstrators etc and they will be lucky to have 3 genuine
sales. You can’t sustain big (or small!) showrooms on that volume.
Long time number one Ford flexed their considerable marketing muscles in June to record a 32% improvement
over last June. New Fiesta seems unstoppable in being number one seller, and well deserved.

German Battle – BMW Fights Back – Audi Running Out of Ammunition?
In the German prestige sales battle BMW having been soundly beaten by Audi for several months fought back
strongly to beat Audi by almost 2000 units. Year to date Audi are still 8500 cars ahead, but so successful have
they been that they are now running out of cars. I’ve recently had to scour the country really hard to find Audis
required by customers, models that would have been no problem a few months ago. I’m even having one A4
brought back from Northern Ireland, the customer happy to pay the ferry cost to get what he wants.
Meanwhile Mercedes keep pushing hard with a higher percentage growth so far than either of the other two as
their plan to overtake them by 2015 develops.

New Car Success, Used Cars Falter
With the cheaper end of the new car market being sold largely on heavily subsidised finance deals, monthly payments on a new car are often less than on a used one. The same applies to some prestige cars, particularly Mercedes perhaps.
The result is that while new car sales are over 13% up, used car sales are over 5% down. 13% more new cars
means 13% more part exchanges for the dealers to handle, but with used car sales dropping the result is something pretty obvious which is referred to often as used car constipation. Think about it, it’s when something unpleasant blocks the system…………..
Recently I’ve approached big dealers who are normally strong buyers with a car or van to offer, only to be told that
they are under orders from Head Office to buy nothing as they have far too much stock already. Near-new cars
are the most difficult to sell, often in reality significantly more expensive than new ones. One customer asked me
last week to find him a near-new Mercedes convertible. I located one suitable car in Yorkshire and the salesman
was very open, saying that this car was very difficult to sell because of the lease deals on the new ones. Armed
with this information I made him a suitably low offer. There was a gasp, then he told me he would have to call
Head Office in London to get permission to sell the car at a significant loss. 10 minutes later he was back on the
phone agreeing the deal.
I’ve recently been contracted by a regional rental company to help them sell their 6 month old cars. They have
managed without me for 10 years, but openly admit it has never been harder to move these cars. We’re shifting a
few for them, but it’s certainly not an easy ride!

Kia Want to Take Over the World If Mercedes Don’t Do It First
Kia are currently about 11% up on the UK, just ahead of market growth. They have a 3% share of the market,
and look like selling about 70000 cars in 2013. Kia recently announced they intended to reach 100,000 sales before 2020 (they won’t say which year). This is part of the Worldwide plan for Kia to become a top 5 manufacturer.
Who will be the losers one wonders?

US Big Three Doing Well At Home
Car and “Truck” (Pick Up) sales are very strong in the US also. After years of recession the average age of cars
on American roads is now more than 10 years and “trucks” over 11 years, both the highest figures EVER.
Again cheap credit deals are helping, as is the increase in consumer confidence as unemployent drops and the
Stock Market booms. Biggest winner was Toyota up 14%, but Ford were 13% up and Chrysler and GM saw increases of 8% and 6% respectively. Two areas of the market are particularly strong, small and fuel-efficient cars
as you would expect, and…………… Full Size “Trucks”.

Continued on Page 31

LYNCH HEADS TO BELGIUM TOUGH WEEKEND

Inside the Industry
Continued from page 30

Nissan Bring Datsun Name Back
If you don’t recognize the name “Datsun” please
contact an older member (there’s plenty of us!).
Nissan are now re-introducing the brand to use in
emerging countries starting with India. In India Nissan have a 1.2% market share, well below their
norm and expectations. I wrote of the size of the
Indian market a few months ago and Nissan want a
big slice of it, like 10% instead of 1.2. The Datsun
brand will then be used for value products in other
emerging markets starting with Indonesia, Russia,
and South Africa.
I can’t help think the whole process would be
speeded up if they could find a way to bring that
wonderful man and extremely talented driver Shekhar Mehta back from the great special stage in the
sky and dust off a 240Z?

China Sneezes,
Germany Catches Cold
It used to be said that in the US if Detroit sneezed
America caught a cold, such was the importance of
the then Michigan based car industry to the whole
country. However the world changes. As recession
made car sales in Europe tumble European prestige
manufacturers looked East in particular for Chinese
demand to fill the gap. So far this has worked with
the German industry being supported by booming
sales in China. Now horror of horrors Chinese demand is beginning to slow. The consequences are
already being felt worldwide, but if the slow down is
severe the pain will be felt nowhere as badly as in
Munich, Stuttgart, and Ingolstadt
.

Hyundai Go Hydrogen
Hyundai, close cousin of Kia, has decided that hydrogen power, not electricity, is the way forward for
zero emission cars. They have designed and built
such a fuel-cell car. Not just a one-off prototype,
they’re building 1000 to go into corporate fleets on a
trial basis. You can bet the fleets won’t be making
more than a token contribution, because whereas
the normal Hyundai ix35 costs around £18000 less
a substantial fleet discount, the hydrogen version
costs between £125000 and £150000. Apart from
cost there are many problems to overcome, none
less than the fact there is no infrastructure in the UK
to distribute hydrogen except one point near Heathrow.
Hyundai are following up the first 1000 cars with another 10000 in 2015, which because of volume production savings will be “much cheaper”. Increased
volume will reduce the cost of hydrogen also.
All clever stuff, perhaps a better bet than electric
cars in the long run?

Paul Gilligan
pg@gvcontracts.co.uk

Monster Energy MSA British Rallycross Championship
Wigan racer Tony Lynch has his sights set on what he terms
a ‘vital win’ as the Monster Energy MSA British Rallycross
Championship heads overseas this weekend for the fifth
round of the year at Maasmechelen.
Westhoughton-based Tony makes the trip to Belgium sitting
third in the BMW MINI standings on the back of his third podium finish in four starts last time out at Mallory Park, with a
gap of twelve points to current championship leader Kris
Hudson.
Tony and Lucas Oil Team Geriatric have been busy during
the summer break continuing to make improvements to the
MINI being campaigned this year, with extensive work having gone into preparing for the challenges provided by the
tricky circuit that plays host to this weekend’s event.
While Tony hasn’t enjoyed the best of luck at Maasmechelen in the past, he goes into the event this time around
aware of the importance of a victory as he seeks to maintain
a championship challenge, with only three rounds remaining
after the Belgian meeting.
“Maasmechelen is a circuit that I enjoy, although it’s never
been kind to me in the past,” Tony admits. “I’ve been twice
before so hopefully it’ll be a case of third time lucky as a
good weekend is really vital for the championship.
“While I have one win to my name already this season, it is
imperative that we add to that tally and also start picking up
the points for Fastest Time of the Day as the field is small
and it is difficult to take points off the other guys who are in
contention for the title.
“So far this season we have been trying to learn while we
have been racing, which isn’t the ideal situation to be in.
However, we now have more knowledge and experience of
the MINI and need to make the most of it. We have to be on
the pace from the start and qualifying well is going to be vital
as it’s important to be at the front going into turn one.
“We’ve been getting closer and closer to the pace and now
we want to take the step forward that will make us a true
championship challenger.”
An attorney arrived home late, after a very tough day trying
to get a stay of execution. His last minute plea for clemency
to the governor had failed and he was feeling worn out and
depressed.
As soon as he walked through the door at home, his wife
started on him about, 'What time of night to be getting home
is this? Where have you been? Dinner is cold and I'm not
reheating it'. And on and on and on.
Too shattered to play his usual role in this familiar ritual, he
poured himself a shot of whiskey and headed off for a long
hot soak in the bathtub, pursued by the predictable sarcastic remarks as he dragged himself up the stairs.
While he was in the bath, the phone rang. The wife answered and was told that her husband's client, James
Wright, had been granted a stay of execution after all.
Wright would not be hanged tonight.
Finally realizing what a terrible day he must have had, she
decided to go upstairs and give him the good news.
As she opened the bathroom door, she was greeted by the
sight of her husband, bent over naked, drying his legs and
feet.
'They're not hanging Wright tonight,' she said.
He whirled around and screamed, 'FOR THE LOVE OF
GOD WOMAN, DON'T YOU EVER STOP?!'

OUT & ABOUT With Gemini
The 2013 Magnificent Golden
Microphone Trophy along with
cash awards of £150 to the winners.

View from Control Tower

P & R Benn

We had a long hot and very dusty
day in Greystoke (we now all have
grey cars).
Due to the dust there was no option
but to start the stages at 1 minute
intervals this meant we didn't finish
until 18.17, we also lost 34 minutes
on one stage due to a car upside
down in the ditch and partly on
stage, if it hadn't been dusty we may
have been able to leave it but the
following cars couldn't see it.
I'm not going to name individuals but
we do have some very good radio
operators in the team, which makes
life in control that much easier.
Well I will now spend the day cleaning the car inside and out.
Many thanks to all.
Regards Tony

RADIO CREWS REQUIRED
For the following Events
Contact : Bill Wilmer
Gemini Communications

Following the first 13 rounds in this
years championship here are the
leaders.
1 Peter Langtree
G 48 40 points
2 Tony Jones
G 56 38 points
3 Ian Davies
G 23 35 points
4 Adrian Lloyd
G 14 30 points
5 Stuart Dickenson G 13 26 Points
= 6 Eve & Graham
G 18 26 Points
= 6 Chris Woodcock G 25 26 Points
= 8 Mark Wilkinson G 11 21 Points
= 8 Keith Lamb
G 9 21 Points
9 Alan Shaw
G 39 20 points
10 Lee Skilling
G 37 18 points
11 John Ellis
G 33 17 points
12 Ian Winterburn
G 4 15 points
Members on all events organized by
an ANWCC club will be entered into the
monthly cash prize draw and will score
points into the marshals championship,
however you must claim your points by
emailing ANWCC@talktalk.net within 14
days of the event.

2013 Events Dates

Stobart Rail
Pendragon Stages
Warcop - Cumbria

Sun 22nd Sept
The sun was shining, there was no
wind – this can only be one place
in July – Anglesey Circuit for the
JRT Motor Services Enville Stages
organised by Dave Read and the
team at Warrington & District Motor
Club.
A total of 17 radios turned up for
this bumper weather and entry.
63 cars started stage 1 and 61 finished (4 cars stopping on this
stage, however 2 managed to self
recover through the course of the
stage).
Stage 2 promptly restarted 3.30
minutes afterwards, however this
stage was eventful with car 9 Mat
Roberts rolling just before the flying finish line; this involved the
stage being stopped for a couple of
minutes whilst the car was righted
and moved to a safe place so the
stage could continue.
A short stage turn round of 18 minutes, meant stage 3 was underway
and with 58 cars starting and 58
finishing – have the crews settled
down? Joint leaders were car 3
David Tinn in the Darrian and car 1
John Cope in the Subaru Impreza
WRC on 11:53 followed by car 5
Mark Jones in the sideways BMW
on 12:10.
Stage 4 Tinn managed to ‘eek a 2
second lead on Cope.
We lost car 5 Jones between
stages 4 & 5, which moved car 6
Wil Owen in to third place.
All the crews had by now “calmed
down” with not many retirements,
which unfortunately pushed the
time schedule back; with the Organisers being aware.
Stage 8 – Tinn (car 3) slid off in to
a bank and fence meant the clock
was ticking and car 1 taking first
place.
Congratulations to Cope for winning the event, with his daughter
Aimee. 63 starters, 51 finishers.

Mark Wilkinson : Gemini 11
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Ross Traders Historic Rally
48 starters met at the picturesque Beechenhurst Lodge in the
Forest of Dean for the 7th round of the Autosessive HRCR Clubmans Rally Championship. As well as the regular contenders from our region, Kevin Savage and Maurice Ellison
were making guest appearances navigating for Jon Wood (Mini) and Keith Davis (MGB).
For those who don’t know about this type of event, they run during the day time and the competition is a combination of regularity sections, where you have to maintain specified average speeds and are penalised for being early
and late at sectret timing points, and off-road special tests against the clock, which can be anything from an
autotest to a mini-special stage.
This event started off with a fabulous forest test which reminded me more of the Lombard Revival Endurance Rallies – charging through the forest for nearly two miles with a map that didn’t really show corners, just cones…great
fun but a big advantage to those in powerful cars.
From there it was into the first regularity, for which the route was only handed out as you left the start. This gave a
some plotting time before and after the first test to get it on the map, but it took a bit of time to find the map features
listed and this would be an indication of the difficulty level for the whole event. There were seven Intermediate Time
Controls in the 25 mile route, time penalties at the 4th had to be scrubbed due to a dodgy clock.
After this we returned to the Oakenhill Forest for another thrash, in the reverse direction to test one. We were due
to have two goes in each direction at 30 second intervals, but understandably the organisers decided to cancel the
2nd attempts due to dust.
Regularity two was slightly easier for the navigators, as the route, defined by grid square departure directions, had
been handed out before the start. It was a bit shorter than the first at only 14 miles, with four ITC’s.
This led crews to Chepstow Racecourse for the first of three visits and a total of thirteen tests there during the day.
The first of these was in a big open tarmac car park, while the remaining four on the first visit were around the infield and perimeter roads within the racecourse, some tarmac but mostly gravel. They had made good use of the
roads available but some of the cones were very tight and the instructions confusing in places – you were told not
to go onto the grass but some of the cone positions forced you to do just that.
Regularity three was the shortest of the day at 10 miles with thee ITC’s, however it was ‘plot and bash’ so the navigators were under pressure to work out the grid line crossings which used two maps. Fortunately there was only
one speed change to contend with during the section.
We returned to the Racecourse for an al fresco lunch before tackling four more tests there, cleverly set so that they
didn’t need to move the cones from the previous visit but we tackled them in different directions/combinations.
The next regularity was another plot and bash, this time 16 miles and five ITC’s. The route was defined by coloured
junctions then a herringbone. Although it was Coloured Roads Only, it was not easy to plot because you had to
look out for dead-end roads – the organisers had told us that they would not include these in the route instructions.
To make this section even more difficult, there were five speed changes. Many crews missed timing points on this
section and we thought we’d blown my chances of a good result by missing a slot right at the very end and dropping over two minutes at the final ITC.
Back to Chepstow for the last four tests, then onto the final regularity, which would be a monster covering 44 miles
with fourteen (yes, really!) time controls and taking nearly two hours…it was enough to frazzle the brains of the
masters and experts, so sympathies to the poor novices who must have found it virtually impossible.
We at least had the first half of the route pre-plotted, but that had not been easy to do with six map references with
approaches and departs that took some work to link them together correctly. Then at the start of the section we
were given loads of ‘clockface’ approaches and departures at junctions and grid squares. This was again made
very difficult by the ‘ignore dead ends’ rule, plus there was a via map reference hidden at the bottom of the page
which turned out to be a not-as-map lay-by with a code board hidden in it. Add to this fourteen speed changes and
a set of temporary traffic lights with a time control less than half a mile after and the penalties for this section were
as much for some crews as the previous four regularities added together.
The Ross Traders has a reputation for being a challenge and this year was no exception. Novices got some help,
with examples of the types of navigation to be used sent out with the finals, plus a bit more time to plot the ‘pre-plot’
sections, but many had no choice but to stop and plot in the regularities and so incurred big time penalties at the
next ITC. Some of the things they don’t tell you make it even more difficult, for example, hardly any of the code
board locations are included in the instructions, so you have to be on the look out all the time.
Even the link sections between tests and regularities were not straight forward – at first glance in the road book it
looked like you were given tulips for all these sections, but in fact it was only for two or three of them, the rest you
had to plot yourself. It was definitely one of those events where you had to go home and plot it all on the kitchen
table afterwards to try and work it out!
Matt Warren and Cath Woodman (Mk1 Escort) continued their dominant form in 2013, winning by nearly five minutes in the end. Full results can be found on www.rallyroots.com.
Thanks to Ross & District MSC for a well put together and very challenging event and particularly to all the marshals who turned out in the heat and dust to allow us to have our day’s motorsport.
If you are thinking of having a go at historic rallying, you should consider the Tour of Cheshire or Ilkley Jubilee
which run in March /April as these are more specifically aimed at novices. The HRCR championship events generally tend to get harder as the season progresses.
Iain Tullie

Inter-Association Road Event
Early Winter Navigational Rally
Scottish Borders

Ross Traders Historic Rally
I got an email from Keith Davies asking me if I fancied doing the Ross Traders Historic Rally with him in his
MGBGT. Simple old me was expecting something similar
to the Ilkley Jubilee ! Wrong.
Any way the entry was sent off and we arranged to meet
up at his workshop just outside of Chester. We drove
down to Ross on Wye in the MG. The original idea was to
go straight to noise and scrutineering and then after a
meal book in at our hotel.
On the Monday prior to the event Booking.com had sent
Keith an email cancelling our hotel reservation. Keith went
on line and secured a accommodation at a B&B and told
them we would arrive after 8pm. The owners of the B&B
said they would be out by then but would leave us out our
keys.
We got away earlier than planned and arrived in Ross just
after 2pm. Scrutineering didn't star until 5-30pm so we
had a spot of lunch and made our way to the B&B following the directions that Keith had printed off the website.
On arrival we were informed that there was no booking for
us and they were full up. To cut a long story short, Keith
had printed off the details of one B&B but booked another
(only a mile or so away). It took a little sorting out (well a
lot really) but thankfully we had arrived early and had time
to correct the error.
Now for the event - A total of 17 tests were planned interlinked with 5 regularities. Due to the dry weather tests 2 &
4 were cancelled (re-runs of tests 1 & 2) because of dust.
Cracking good tests in and around the Forest of Dean
with 14 of the tests taking place at Chepstow Race
Course.
The regularities were a bitch. Plot & Bash with multiple
average speed changes. I have winged at Gerry Hettrick
for his Mensa type navigation on the Countdown Rally.
Ross Motor Club must have been taking lessons from
Gerry. To say I was lost for a lot of the event is an understatement. It was only when we (thankfully) got to the finish that I bucked up as I listened to other crews telling
their tales of woe and the problems they had had with the
tricky navigation handouts.
Even Ian Tulley (2nd O/A) and Cath Woodman (1st O/A)
had had their problems
We finished OK (ish) and 2nd in class

Preparations are now well underway for this year’s InterAssociation Road Event – the Early Winter Navigational
Rally on the night of 16th/17th November 2013 – hosted
by Border Ecosse Car Club on behalf of the Scottish Association of Car Clubs.
As the only road event in the UK with entries open to
members of clubs from all 13 regional associations,
BECC look forward to welcoming rally crews from across
the country, to the roads that since 1997 have been
made famous by our very own Jim Clark Rally – the only
closed-road stage rally in mainland Great Britain.
Participants can look forward to 180 miles of the finest
country roads in the Scottish Borders, all on Map 74,
with a Kelso-based start at 19.30 and finish by 06.00,
and halfway fuel halt, all for a £50 entry fee (inc. “Full
Scottish” breakfast!).
With the event’s Navigational Rally permit meaning more
technical freedom than road rallies on the likes of engine
and bodywork/trim, and the all-smooth roads meaning
no underbody guarding is needed, the event is open to
all vehicles from standard road-going to stage-prepared
cars. However, the traditional Scottish “plot & bash”
navigation means that it will be the best crew, and not
car, that is likeliest to take the spoils.
Expert crews are encouraged to represent their region,
and battle it out to see which really is the best at road
events. The competition is already shaping up nicely,
with expressions of interest from as far afield as Northern Ireland and South East England, meaning the 60-car
entry list is likely to fill up quickly. So be sure to get your
entry in, for what promises to be one of the best road
events of the year!
Event regulations and opening of entries are expected to
go live in mid-August. Please keep an eye on http://
www.borderecosse.com and http://
www.scottishcarclubs.com for full details.
For further information, please contact:
Richard Crozier
Road Events Coordinator
Scottish Association of Car Clubs
(m) 07942 359208
(e) roadevents@scottishcarclubs.com

Maurice Ellison
I was going for a meal with a girl last night.
It was my first ever date so I decided to ask my older
brother for some advice.
He looked at me and said, "You're going to need a squirt
of deodorant for starters.
"Thank god I asked! I would've chosen soup of the day.
"Jeremy Kyle to be axed in the U.S."
Now that's a show I'd tune in to see.
I don't want my mates to know that I'm a secret agent.
They would crucify me if they knew I sold cosmetics for
Avon.

Morecambe Rally

CANCELLED
Dear Competitors
Due to intensive workload, home life, an oversight on
our event application, PR issues and a movement of
positions within the committee, Morecambe Car Club
LTD are announcing that this years Morecambe Rally
due to take place on 27th July 2013 will regretfully be
cancelled.
Danny Cowell, COC

Stunning Irish Victory For Bird

ALMC Stages Rally
Langwathby driver Paul Bird thrust himself right
back into contention for the REIS Get Connected
MSA Asphalt Rally Championship with a stunning
victory on the Dublin-based ALMC Stages Rally in Ireland.
Driving the MinxFlix.com, Fuchs Titan, Rapid Solicitors
and Kick Energy-backed, Pirelli-shod FBP Ford Focus
WRC07, Bird followed up his narrow victory on the Manx
National Rally back in May with an even more dramatic
win around the classic Irish lanes despite it being his debut on the event.
Along with Welsh co-driver Aled Davies, the pair were
embroiled in a day long battle with the leading British
and Irish crews and for the most part, were holding literally a one second advantage over former champion
Damian Cole going into the final stage.
But in the self-confessed drive of his life, the Cumbrian
MotoGP and British Superbike team owner, who won the
ANCRO National Rally Championship in 2005, scorched
through the last stage to arrive at the finish some six
seconds to the good to kick start his title campaign after
missing the previous round en route to winning SOL
Rally Barbados.
Paul Bird: "I said after the Manx it was the hardest I had
to drive but that was a stroll in the park compared to
what I had to do here. I was prepared to risk it all on the
last stage and I was taking bits off the car but I was determined to win. Well done to Damian, he pushed me all
the way and I had to drive the best I ever have done to fend him off so fair play to him. But I'm here to win the championship and that's two victories and a podium in the three events I've contested so with dropped scores to come
into play, I'm feeling very confident. I'm delighted to add to Shakey Byrne's BSB victory for Rapid Solicitors Kawasaki in BSB at Snetterton today but more importantly, my little girl Lexi started to learn to ride her bike this week and
I promised her if she did, I'd win for her so how can a dad not keep his promise?"

SIMONS TAKES THE LEAD IN
THE 2 WHEEL DRIVE REIS
MSA ASPHALT CHAMPIONSHIP
AFTER THE ALMC RALLY
Simon Mauger and Brian Cammack travelled to Ireland
for the 4th round of the MSA Asphalt Championship.
The rally, held on the outskirts of Dublin, saw a fantastic
entry. Simon and Brian were seeded car 10 behind a sea
of world rally cars. Dry roads allowed the crew to push
on, setting great times on evey stage. It was a tough
combat, but Simon and Brian came away having won the
2 wheel drive battle.
The crew were presented with the MK2 Challenge trophy, 1st in class, Millington Escort Challenge winners
and 7th O/A! This now leaves the crew with enough points to take the championship class leaderboard, and puts
Brian 2nd co-driver overall!

Warrington DMC
Newton le Willows Town Show

Saturday, 3rd August.
Warrington DMC will have a stand there and will be putting on a
Taster Autosolo. No excuses saying you haven't got a car.
The club has bought a Micra for anyone to use in the day
Of course anyone else who has a suitable car is welcome to
bring it.

For various reasons, it was obvious before the start of this year’s Rainworth Skoda Dukeries Rally that none of the recent winners of the event
would be gracing the entry list this time.
So, it wasn’t rocket science to work out that, by the end of the day, there
would be a new name on the Rod Clarke trophy. But whose? – that was
the question…
Charlie Payne
Connor McCloskey was getting married that very day and Euan Thorburn was probably still lying in a darkened room following his victory on
the Jim Clark National Rally the previous weekend. So, they could be
discounted as well…
Of those who stepped up to the plate – and, as is the case with any
BTRDA Rally Series round, there were several – Charlie Payne’s previous form in the East Midlands ranked him
as one of the favourites. Although absent in 2012, he was 3rd two years
ago and runner-up in 2010, and the newly-formed partnership with Paul
Spooner – Dukeries winner in 1999 &
2002 with Brian Bell and again in 2010 with Steve Perez – was already
Stephen Petch
bearing fruit. But then, David Wright/Michael Wilkinson, Matt Edwards/
Will Rogers, the ever-improving Stephen Petch & co-driver Ian Windress
and Kevin Rowledge/Andrew Bargery could not be
discounted – but the proof of the pudding, etc etc!
Following problems finalising the route in 2012, Dukeries Motor Club Ltd
was able to offer a full 44-mile event again this time and, as was subsequently reported by many competitors, the stages were in as good a
condition as they had been for years. Cars set off from Southwell Racecourse, once again recovering from the ravages of severe flooding during the winter, for quick blasts through Watchwood and Thieves Wood,
before settling down to 7½ miles of Sherwood Pines.
Payne was joint fastest, with Jamie Anderson (Mitsubishi Lancer EVO9),
on the first and then a second quicker than Petch on SS2 to move into a Kevin Rowledge
lead that had stretched to 17s by the time the two Focus WRC drivers reappeared at Southwell during the afternoon
for the finish. Wright briefly demoted Petch to 3rd after the first run through Portland, but a three-minute off on the
second run through Sherwood Pines pushed the 2009 Gold Star Champion down to an eventual 12th – a disappointing end to a promising run. For his part, Matt Edwards had been having trouble with his Mitsubishi to the point
that he had ‘borrowed’ a Group N+ Impreza from Geoff Jones for the Dukeries. Unused to the car, he was struggling
to get into the Top Ten for much of the day. However, his perseverance paid off and an eventual 8th overall earned
him sufficient points to retain 3rd place in the Gold Star Championship.
The nature of the stages in the East Midlands seems to favour Group N cars – Pat Naylor/ Ian Lawrence were 3rd
overall last year but, unfortunately, any hopes of a repeat performance this time were dashed when their Lancer’s
centre diff. Broke in Portland. Notwithstanding, Jamie Anderson/Ella Flynn upheld category honours in fine style –
joint leaders after SS1, following Wright’s indiscretion they moved up into the final podium spot, only to be denied by
Kevin Rowledge/Andrew Bargery’s Impreza WRC on the very last stage, only missing out by ten seconds. Still,
Anderson/Flynn are not only 4th in Gold Star but also inherit the Production Cup lead following Scott Faulkner/Dom
Adams’ retirement with a lack of brakes.
On the day, Tom Naughton’s Top Ten finish gave him 2nd Group N points – the Bury driver is still the only one to
have scored two maximums so far this year and is currently 3rd in the table. Unlike those in front of
him, he has already missed his obligatory round!...

MSA ENGLISH RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP
The Rainsworth Dukeries Rally was the fourth round in the MSA English Rally Championship with
the Woodpecker, Trackrod Rally and Tempest 2 left to conclude the series.
Prior to the Dukeries Rally Julian Wilkes and Will Rutherford-Child’s consistent and efficient form of rallying had
seen them take three maximum scores and on the Dukeries they added a fourth to now lead the overall Championship by 15 points from Roger Priestnall. Peter Smith has moved into third place 2 points further back.
In Class E1 James West still leads despite missing the event but Mick Smith, Nick Carr and Joe Evett have all
closed the gap. In Class E2 Julian Wilkes has increased his lead over Roger Priestnall and Harry Gardner.
Robert Smith [Ford Escort] jumps into the lead in Class E3 with John Taylor taking the second set of points on his
first event this year while in E4 Dan Wakefield’s retirement hasn’t knocked him off top spot but chasers Simon Dalton and Cameron Davies have pulled a lot closer.
In E5 Peter Smith is the only competitor with four scores and has opened up a comfortable 16 point gap over the
absent Theo Bengry.

Fast start for Go Motorsport Live!
The MSA was delighted to welcome more than 2,500
visitors to the inaugural Go Motorsport Live! at Silverstone, and can confirm that the event will return for a
second year in 2014.
Staged at Silverstone on Sunday (7 July), Go Motorsport Live!
was created to demonstrate just how easy it can be for people to
get involved in motor sport.
Visitors from all over the country attended the free six-hour show
featuring a wide range of over 50 displays from motor clubs,
teams, championships, manufacturers and other organisations.
Most areas of the sport were represented from circuit racing and
karting to drag racing, rallying, rallycross, trials, hillclimbing, cross
country and more and exhibitors reported excellent interest and
engagement from the attendees.
Oxford Motor Club staged an AutoSOLO to showcase this entrylevel discipline’s huge appeal and more than 500 free passenger
rides were provided during the day in a selection of unmodified
road cars. To show the progression from AutoSOLOs, a display of
Autotesting and stunt driving skills provided a dramatic, tyre
squealing central arena for the event.
Marshalling clubs were busy showcasing their expertise, performing extrications from a damaged saloon car, advising newcomers
how to volunteer and highlighting the MSA’s ‘Year of the Volunteer’ initiative. The British Motorsport Marshals Club described the
event as "brilliant" after recruiting close to 90 new members.
Underlining the overall success of the day, Silverstone sold out its
discounted track experiences and circuit tours, while 60 lucky visitors enjoyed a unique behind-the-scenes insight into the world of
Formula 1 with special factory visits to the neighbouring Sahara
Force India team.
Nick Bunting, MSA Chief Executive, said: “We are delighted with
the enthusiastic response to the inaugural Go Motorsport Live!
event. It was a totally new concept and those who were kind
enough to provide displays all reported that the people attending
all had a genuine interest in getting involved with the sport. It is
vital that the governing body works to bring more people into the
sport and having proved the concept, I think we can look forward
to a bigger and better Go Motorsport Live! in 2014.”
Steve Butler was the CofC for the latest round of the SD34MSG Ta-

SD34MSG Inter-Club ble Top Rally Challenge. The route was all on O/S map 103 and was
Table Top Rally Challenge

See Page 8 for current standing
following Round 3

run at CDMC Waddington WMC as usual.
Fastest was the pairing of Heidi Woodcock and Terry (SH 99)Martin
with 11 minutes dropped, quickly followed by Matt Kiziuk & Maurice
Ellison a further minute behind. However it was not speed that
counted, in the end it came down to Fails. Terry & Heidi picked up an
additional fail (3F11m) for a disputed Spot Height and came in second to Steve Lewis and Dave Whittaker (2F 15m).
The heathen pairing of Kiziuk & Ellison (7F 12m) failed to recognise
sufficient places of worship in the 1st section and picked up 6 of their
7 fails here alone (Devine Intervention!) and would have romped
home in 1st place by one less fail than the eventual winner if only
they could recognise a church!
Matt Worden manfully coped on his own some to gain 3rd spot
Protests about the disputed spot height were brushed aside by the
Clerk of Course and Steve & Dave were pronounced victorious

Next Round to be organised by Pendle & DMC (Date : TBA)

Blackburn/Darwen Services J4 M65
Saturday 13th July was a celebration of all things club Motorsport and
incorporated a mixture of static displays/stands, demonstrations and
passenger experiences. It was aimed at the public who do not necessarily know how easy it is to get involved and hopefully inspired them
to do so. The two primary objectives of the day were to show how diverse motor sport in the UK is and most importantly how easy it is to
get involved so there was a big emphasis on the grass roots.

Wales Rally GB
The route for this year’s Wales Rally GB has now been
confirmed and there are some substantial changes from
the draft route.
Whilst the Thursday evening and Friday stages are unchanged the Saturday and Sunday routes have been
completely altered to produce a very compact day on
Saturday with Sunday gaining additional stage distance.
In addition the locations of spectator stages can be revealed as Chirk Castle on the Saturday, a National Trust
property near Oswestry and Kinmel Park near St. Asaph
on Sunday. Both of these short stages are intended to
attract a family audience in the way that the old Sunday
stages did on RAC Rallies of the 90’s.
For further news and press releases please visit
www.walesrallygb.com

TV Coverage
Some of you may already be watching the ITV 4 coverage of the World Rally Championship. The good news is
that this has been confirmed for all remaining rounds this
year and, in addition, Wales Rally GB will benefit from 2
additional 30 minute evening highlights programmes on
the Friday and Saturday of the rally.
Available on both ITV 4 and ITV 4HD the programmes
can also be watched online using the ITV Player.

National Rally
The popular National Rally will once again form part of
the Wales Rally GB weekend.
There will be two ways for competitors to take part this
year; either in a 3 day rally comprising a single run of all
the Friday, Saturday and Sunday stages or a 2 day rally
which will have a single run over the Saturday and Sunday stages. Both events will finish on the WRC podium
in Llandudno.
Entry fees have been announced and these are £600 for
the 2 day rally and £900 for the 3 days. In addition if
competitors want to tackle the full WRC International
event a reduced entry fee, of £1500, has been announced for those crews where both driver and co-driver
hold an MSA competition licence and a British passport.
These three initiatives should help to considerably bolster the entry for this year’s Wales Rally GB and ensure
a great variety of cars tackling the stages.

Marshal Registration
Once again, Rally Stage Team is an official partner to
Wales Rally GB and is working with the organising team
to operate the registration and communication processes
with all marshals.
Please register at www.rallystageteam.co.uk and remember to book in all team members in your group and,
most importantly, please check and update your personal details - especially postal details as out of date or
incomplete information will mean important stage passes
and other documents will not get through to you on time.

Radio Crews
The response from radio crews has been so great that
certain stages are now FULL for C system Teams.
These are;
Thursday : Llandegla, Gwydyr, Penmachno, Clocaenog
Saturday : Gartheiniog, Chirk Castle
Sunday : Penllyn, Clocaenog, Kinmel Park
To avoid disappointment, please do not register as a radio crew on RST without Bill Wilmer’s confirmation!

Thursday 14th - Morning
Qualifying and Shakedown - Llandegla 07:00
Service Park - Deeside 11:37

Thursday 14th - Evening
Holding Area - Llandudno 17:00
Start - Conwy Quay 18:30
SS 1 - Gwydyr 19:07
SS 2 - Penmachno 19:40
SS 3 - Clocaenog 1 20:46
Service Park - Deeside 22:03

Friday 15th
Service Park - Deeside 06:30
SS 4 - Hafren 1 09:43
SS 5 - Sweet Lamb 1 10:28
SS 6 - Myherin 1 10:46
Regroup & Remote Service - Newtown 12:12
SS 7 - Hafren 2 13:54
SS 8 - Sweet Lamb 2 14:39
SS 9 - Myherin 2 14:57
Service Park - Deeside 18:25

Saturday 16th
Service Park - Deeside 06:00
SS 10 - Gartheiniog 1 08:29
SS 11 - Dyfi 1 08:56
Regroup - Machynlleth 09:37
SS 12 - Gartheiniog 2 10:28
SS 13 - Dyfi 2 10:55
SS 14 - Dyfnant 1 12:40
SS 15 - Chirk Castle 1 14:21
SS 16 - Chirk Castle 2 14:34
Service Park - Deeside 15:34

Sunday 17th
Service Park - Deeside 06:30
SS 17 - Dyfnant 2 08:59
SS 18 - Penllyn 10:01
SS 19 - Clocaenog 2 (Power Stage) 11:09
SS 20 - Kinmel Park 1 12:09
SS 21 - Kinmel Park 2 12:17
SS 22 - Great Orme 13:08
Podium - Llandudno 13:30
Parc Fermé - Deeside 15:00

Stockport 061 are jointly running Clocaenog on
Wales Rally GB - we are running stages on Thursday
14 November and Sunday 17 November - if you're
available to help, please email
mark@stockport061.co.uk; you will also need to register on www.rallystageteam.co.uk

Gareth Hall Memorial Rally
Sunday 14th July 2013 saw the running of the Gareth
Hall Memorial Rally at the Trawsfynydd Ranges complex. Run by Bala and District Motor Club with Roger
Evans as Clerk of the Course and Emyr Hall as deputy
and event secretary. The weather was very kind to us for
once, with nice blue skies and a gentle breeze to keep
us cool and the midges away.
25 competitive cars had signed up for the day with entries varying from a Nissan Micra to a Citroen DS3 with
an Austin Healey 3000 Mk 3 thrown in for good measure.
Just to complete the day, stage opening car was the
quick BMW M3 of Mark Jones and stage closer was a
Stratos kit car driven by Geraint Davies.
Proceedings kicked off at 09.30 with all 25 competitors
making it to the end safely and this was the same for the
next 3 stages with car 19, the Escort Mk2 of Trevor and
Michael Evans retiring before the start of stage 4.
The organisation of change rounds at the triangle between stages was extremely proficient , sometimes being completed before the course closer had even
reached the stop line, thus enabling the stage opener to
set off almost immediately.
Car 24 did not start stage 5, but later re-appeared as the
Trophy Rally entrant before finally expiring on the last
stage, but more of that later. Stage 8 saw the demise of
the BMW M3 opening car with mechanical problems and
sadly the Healey 3000 of Graham Goodalll and Peter
Gilbert when the steering failed. Car 17, the Peugeot
106 of Andrew and Mark Williams, retired after stage 9
with mechanical problems.
Stage 9 saw the only incident of the day when car 27,
the Nissan Micra of Darren Brown and Andrew Gooding,
rolled at the triangle, but they were quickly righted and
on their way again, admittedly in a somewhat distressed
state, but they were unabashed and successfully completed the whole event.
Things then continued to run smoothly until the last
stage of the day when car 24, the Seat Ibiza of David
Ireland and Terry Lane , which was the only Trophy
event entrant, broke a half shaft. However, in a truly gentlemanly style, this was achieved alongside the trailer
parking area and as such a quick removal of the tyres
blocking the entrance and he was by his trailer and there
was no need for recovery or rescue!
The event was won by Osian Pryce and Dale Furness in
the Ciroen DS3 with a 20 second lead over the second
placed competitor of Gwyn Thomas and Aled Edwards in
the Ford Puma. Third place was taken by the Ford Escort Mk 2 of Geoff Jones and Dan Nieroda, a further 12
seconds behind.
The results crew provided results throughout the day
without prompting – thank you. It has to be said that everybody had a great day of very well organised motorsport
in the sunshine and one and all will look forward to the
next one. My personal thanks go to all the radio operators and marshals for an excellent days’ work.

Derek Bedson

Gemini Control

RAISING the profile of women in
motorsport is one of the next jobs
on Hazel Johnson’s list.
That’s after she has been to her graduation ceremony,
completed her PGCE and trained to become a maths
teacher. And on top of her hectic schedule, the 21-yearold rally driver from Accrington said she will continue to
arrange motor sport events up and down the country.
“Because I have grown up around motor sporting events,
I suppose I didn’t notice how male dominated it was,”
said Hazel who has been involved since the age of 10.
“But as I have got older, I have noticed more females
getting involved and you can tell it’s changing.”
Bringing more women of all ages into the sport as competitors, officials and volunteers is the key objective of
the MSA Women in Motorsport Group.
It is one of the few sporting activities in which men and
women can compete alongside each other on an equal
footing, yet as they currently make up only eight per cent
of registered licence holders, women are hugely underrepresented among competitors.
“Really, the men are always willing to help despite the
competitive nature of the sport. I think there are more
women and teenagers getting involved because they
want to,” said Hazel.
After achieving a first class honours degree in drama at
the University of Lancaster, Hazel continues to enter
races and competitions across the UK. She has taken
part in numerous events including the North West
Stages in Blackpool.
The pretty brunette took her first drive at the age of 16
under the supervision of her dad Steve who has followed
motor sports for 30 years. Since then, the father and
daughter duo have given talks in schools, to share the
Go Motor sport mantra – ‘keep your racing on the
track, not on the road’.
“My dad got me into it when I was nine or 10 so to me it’s
like a second nature, when I was too young to compete I
was still involved in running the events,” said Hazel who
is also membership secretary for Under 17 Car Club,
which helps youngsters gain experience in off-road driving and road safety.
“It is fantastic to be so busy, I have really enjoyed being
part of such a good sport and I just love racing. “Women
need to know they can compete and it is for girls too.
“Now as a motor sport organiser I am hoping to get the
insight into what details you would usually miss out when
you are competing and have the best of both worlds.”

Lancashire Telegraph

Taster Event guidelines
The MSA has issued a set of guidelines and frequently
asked questions regarding Taster Events, which were
introduced last year to allow members of the public to
sample grassroots motorsport without first needing to
join a club. The MSA defines Taster Events as, ‘An entry level competition where to encourage first time participation in Motorsport, participants will be deemed to
be a member of the club for the day.’
The FAQs cover topics ranging from the cost of Taster
Events, who can organise them, how often they can be
run, which cars can be used and more. To view the
document, please click here: www.msauk.org/
uploadedfiles/msa_forms/ tastereventguidelines.pdf

Technical Regulations
Harness bars in ROPS
A number of competitors have added harness bars to
an existing Roll Over Protection System. This is acceptable, providing that the minimum specification for harness bars – (K)1.3.9. – are met and that the ROPS is
not of a homologated design. If the design is homologated, then unless the homologation certificate allows
for the addition of a harness bar, it is not acceptable
due to its being a modification to a certified design.

Cadet chassis homologations
The MSA is inviting manufacturers to homologate chassis for the Cadet kart class, with effect from 1 January
2014. For further details, or to request the relevant application paperwork, please email
joe.hickerton@msauk.org

Regulations for consultation
Regulation changes proposed by the Race, Speed,
Rallies and Executive Committees are currently available for consultation at www.msauk.org/regulations

Join the Go Motorsport campaign
There are many ways for you to play your part in encouraging
more newcomers into all areas of motor sport:
• Direct anyone interested in competing, volunteering or visiting
a live motor sport event to the ‘Go Drive’, ‘Go Help’ and ‘Go
See’ sections of the Go Motorsport
website,
www.GoMotorsport.net
• Help us to set up a visit to your local school by emailing the
relevant contact details to info@ GoMotorsport.net
• Promote the initiative by running Go Motorsport decals on
your competition car. A selection of free decals is available from
info@GoMotorsport.net
• Include Go Motorsport advertisements in your event programmes. Artwork is available from the ‘downloads’ section of
www.GoMotorsport.net
• Establish web links to the Go Motorsport website where relevant or possible.
• Distribute Go Motorsport and Let’s Go Karting promotional
materials. Flyers, pencils, DVDs and other materials

Technical Regulations
Seat mountings
The image below shows a seat mounting from a competition car that collided with a tree. If a larger diameter –
and more substantial – washer had been used, it is likely
that the fixture would have remained secure.
Competitors are reminded to check the requirements of
MSA regulation (K)2.2.1. Both MSA and FIA regulations
allow for the use of the original production car manufacturer’s seat mountings.
Meanwhile the image (bottom) shows a seat mounting
made from what appears to be aluminium alloy, and
which clearly does not meet MSA requirements, including 5mm minimum thickness. It also appears as though
holes have been drilled in the seat for the bolts to secure
the brackets to it.
This is not acceptable.

MOTOR SPORTS COUNCIL NATIONAL COURT
SITTING TUESDAY 14TH MAY 2013
Tony Scott Andrews (Chairman)
Bob Kettleboro
Rick Smith
CASE No J2013/03 & J2013/04

Judicial

In the matter of the Lancaster Motor Club (‘LMC’) and Mr Christopher A Paskin.
The National Court has today heard two Disciplinary cases brought before it by the Motor Sports Association (‘MSA’)
involving the above named parties.
The MSA is represented by Mr Carl Troman of counsel and the Court has heard evidence from Mr Robert Jones and
Mr Simon Fowler, each of the MSA, in confirmation of documentation produced to the Court.
The LMC is not represented and Mr Christopher Paskin is neither represented nor present despite receiving and acknowledging notice of the cases brought before the National Court by MSA.
The first case related to three Autotest events. The second case related to a Rally. It is considered appropriate for
both cases to be determined within this one decision.
The facts, in chronological order, are as follows:
Upon investigation by the MSA it became apparent that on the 28th July 2012 LMC organised an Autotest at Warton
Stock Car Site. That event took place in the absence of any permit issued by the MSA.
On 17th October 2012 LMC organised another Autotest, this time at ‘ai harrisons Bentham’. On this occasion an online application for a permit was made, the permit being issued numbered 73724. The fee for that permit has never
been paid despite repeated requests for payment being made by MSA.
On 17th/18th November 2012 LMC organised a Rally, entitled, perhaps appropriately, the Black Sheep Road Rally.
Application for a permit was made to MSA and an event Organising Permit was duly issued, number 73544, together
with Route Authorisation numbered 181/12. The fee for that permit also remains unpaid.
Results for the Rally posted on Facebook by Mr Paskin show that least 24 teams took part in the event.
On the 23rd December 2012 a third Autotest was organised by LMC, the venue once again being the Warton Stock
Car Track. This event also took place in the absence of any MSA permit.
The ascertainable amount outstanding from LMC in respect of both permit fees and late payment fines as at 1 st May
2013 is £501.80. Other monies remain payable to MSA in respect of per capita fees which will doubtless form the
basis of a further claim for payment in due course.
In 2012 application was made to MSA by LMC for registration as a new club. Mr C A Paskin was shown as both
President and Chairman of the club.
One Andrew Shepherd is shown on the Registration form as Club Treasurer but subsequently communicated with
the MSA in terms that he was the treasurer in name only, had never received details of any monies paid to the club
and had severed all ties with the club in October 2012.
Similarly, one Andrew Holland was shown as Club Secretary but he also advised MSA that he should be removed
as ‘contact for the Club’.
Mr Paskin, however, has continued to correspond with MSA on behalf of the Club in his capacity as President and
Chairman. Throughout that correspondence Mr Paskin has acknowledged that monies are owed by LMC to the MSA
and despite assurances that payment will be made no such payment, whether in the amount owed or at all, has
been received. Of particular concern is that it is a requirement both at law and under the MSA General Regulations
that organisers of events such as the Black Sheep Rally must within 14 days of the event provide the MSA with all
information specified at General Regulation D.2.6.4 and required by Standard Condition 17 of the Motor Vehicles
(Competition and Trials) Regulations. Despite repeated requests made of Mr Paskin no such information has ever
been received.
This Court takes note that Mr Paskin is not only an MSA licence holder but was referred to in event literature for the
Rally as Clerk of the Course. By virtue of the above it is clear that Mr Paskin is aware of the MSA General Regulations and of his responsibilities as a licence holder, an event official and as an officer of the Club.
It is the case that Mr Paskin has organised events which have taken place without obtaining the relevant permits,
without ensuring payment is made to MSA, without supplying relevant event information and documentation to the
MSA and, of the particular concern, has allowed competitors to participate in events for which they were entitled to
assume insurance cover would be in place for their protection where no such insurance was provided as a result of
the failure to obtain the relevant permits.
It is the view of this Court that Mr Paskin who, despite acknowledging today’s hearings, declined to attend has
shown a complete disregard for the regulations governing the sport and for the potential risks incurred by those taking part in events organised and officiated at by him.

It is considered that he has thereby brought the sport into disrepute.
The Court makes the following order:
LMC do forthwith pay to the MSA the said sum of £501.80.
A penalty of disqualification be imposed upon Mr Christopher Paskin (MSA General Regulation C.2.7 refers).
Any such licence as has been issued by MSA to Mr Christopher Paskin be suspended forthwith.
Mr Christopher Paskin to make a contribution towards the costs of these proceedings in the sum of One Thousand Pounds (£1,000).
TONY SCOTT ANDREWS
CHAIRMAN
14th May 2013

FOR SALE

Rover BRM
1.8 16v twin cam vvc.

Road Rally Car
2 Outings in 12months
1st O/A G&PMC Memorial Rally 2012
1st in Class G&PMC Memorial Rally 2013
98,000 mile

Engine
Standard apart from induction

Gearbox
standard including torsen diff

Suspension
MGZR with billeted aluminium adjustable top mounts

Brakes
MGZR 160 grooved and drilled disks

Internal
Safety devices full cage,
omp navigators footplate,
custom dash with individual switching for lights,
fan, spots, clocks and potti socket.
Hydraulic handbrake conversion and custom rear
strut brace / harness bar
Also all unnecessary weight has been removed.

Motordrive seats
6 x 15" alloys
with pirelli p zero gravel tyres
Sump and tank guards
Does not include spotlights pictured.
Very reliable car, has been used for rallying for last
4 years and has never not finished an event.
Car will come with a fresh mot
Open to negotiations circa

£2200
no sensible offer refused

mathewkiziuk@googlemail.com

FOR SALE
Darrian t9 chassis #1
upgraded to full t90 gtr spec in 2012,
Millington s2 2.5,
hewland nmt on paddle shift,
Proflex 3 way suspension,
full aircraft spec loom,
Simpson full exhaust, new ap 4 pots all round,
new fuel tanks,
all major mechanical components were replaced or
rebuilt in 2011/12,
only covered 7 events since engine and box were
brand new

PRICE

£65000
NO OFFERS
SERIOUS ENQUIRIES ONLY PLEASE.
Email : prstp739@aol.com

Red Kite Stages
8 September
Amman and District Motor Club
The regulations for round five of the West Wales Rally
Spares R.A.C. Rally Championship, the Red Kite
Stages, have just been published ahead of the 8 September rally.
The compact rally will again be based at the Castle Hotel
in Llandovery and offers 45 miles of classic Welsh gravel
stages for £450 in a route that includes 100 road miles.
The first car is scheduled to leave Llandovery at 9am
and return to the finish at around 2.30pm.
Scrutineering and documentation will be held from 1pm
to 6pm on Saturday.

Regulations and entry forms available at
www.redkitestages.co.uk

British GP: Nico Rosberg wins after
Lewis Hamilton Pirelli blowout
Mercedes' Nico Rosberg held off Red Bull's
Mark Webber to win a dramatic British Grand
Prix overshadowed by a series of tyre failures.
In a race featuring two safety car interventions and tyre failures
on five cars, Red Bull's championship leader Sebastian Vettel
retired from the lead.
His rival Ferrari's Fernando Alonso fought up to third from
ninth.
Mercedes' Lewis Hamilton dropped to last with tyre failure, but
fought to fourth ahead of Lotus's Kimi Raikkonen.
Alonso's third-place finish, combined with Vettel's retirement
with a gearbox failure caused by the loss of fifth gear, cut the
German's advantage in the championship to 21 points.
Raikkonen remains third but is now 11 points adrift of the Spaniard.
The race boiled down to a seven-lap sprint at the end following
a safety car intervention to recover Vettel's Red Bull, which was
stranded on the pit straight.
Rosberg was in the lead from Raikkonen and Force India's
Adrian Sutil, with Webber fifth, Alonso eighth and Hamilton
ninth.
Rosberg, Webber, Alonso and Hamilton were all on fresh tyres,
the others around them were not.
Webber passed Toro Rosso's Daniel Ricciardo for fourth and
then Sutil and Raikkonen on consecutive laps, and although he
closed in on Rosberg the German held him off to win by 0.7
seconds.
Meanwhile, Alonso and Hamilton were scything through from
eighth - to which he had dropped from fifth because his tyre
stop had come just before the caution period, meaning he lost
more time than the drivers who stopped only after the safety
car was deployed.
The thrill of the battle was overshadowed by a worrying sequence of tyres failures, all but one on the left-rear of the cars
involved.
They affected Hamilton, Ferrari's Felipe Massa, Toro Rosso's
Jean-Eric Vergne and McLaren's Sergio Perez, who had also had a similar failure in final practice.
There was a fifth failure, of the left-front tyre, on Esteban Gutierrez's Sauber.
McLaren managing director Jonathan Neale described the situation as "very concerning", adding: "We have to ensure racing is safe. We can't afford instantaneous failures like this."
Hamilton had earlier led away from pole, with Vettel passing Rosberg for second, only to suffer the first of the tyre
failures on lap eight, going down the Wellington Straight. Massa's tyre failed two laps later, at Turn Four, a couple of
hundred metres before Hamilton's.
That put Vettel into the lead, from which he controlled the race ahead of Rosberg, through and beyond the first
safety car period triggered by the need to clear the debris left by Vergne's tyre failure.
But he lost drive heading into Club corner with 11 laps to go, closing up the title race.
Vettel and Rosberg were among a number of drivers whose teams discovered were also on the verge of failure
when they took them off at a pit stop.
Behind Vettel and Rosberg, the race was characterised by Raikkonen and Alonso making ground from their starting
positions of eighth and ninth.
Webber recovered from a poor start that dropped him to 13th on the first lap - on which he also suffered a damaged
front wing after being hit by Lotus's Romain Grosjean at the start - and Hamilton fought back from his tyre failure.
It was a grand prix full of close racing and incident but the over-riding impression will be of tyres that were not up to
the task.
Pirelli had introduced a new bonding process for this race in an attempt to prevent a series of delaminations that
happened through the season.
There have now been 20 tyre failures so far this season

Sebastian Vettel wins German GP,
with Lewis Hamilton fifth
Sebastian Vettel won the German Grand Prix after a battle
with Lotus's Kimi Raikkonen and Romain Grosjean. The
Red Bull driver held off Raikkonen, who made a late pit
stop from the lead to benefit from the extra grip of fresh
tyres in the closing laps.
Raikkonen passed Grosjean under orders with five laps to
go, the Frenchman holding off Ferrari's Fernando Alonso.
Mercedes' Lewis Hamilton faded from pole to finish fifth,
passing McLaren's Jenson Button on the last lap. Vettel put
himself in a position to control the race by passing Hamilton off the start line into the first corner. But a safety car in
the middle of the race closed up the field and left Vettel
holding off Grosjean and Raikkonen, with Alonso running
fourth.
The three front-runners ran nose-to-tail from the restart on
lap 36 until Grosjean made his final stop on lap 40, with
Vettel following him in the next time around.
Raikkonen and Alonso, though, stayed out for a further
nine laps and fitted the faster but more fragile 'soft' tyres.
The Finn rejoined 2.3 seconds behind Grosjean, who was
1.5secs behind Vettel, with Alonso a further 4.4secs behind.
Raikkonen closed in on Grosjean, who was ordered to let
the Finn by with five laps to go, and had five laps to close
the 2.5-second lead to Vettel. He closed to within a second
at the start of the final lap but although that put him in the
range that allowed him to use the DRS overtaking aid, he
was too far back when he entered the zone leading up to
the final chicane and Vettel held on to win by one second.
It was Vettel's first victory in his home race and the 30th of
his career. Alonso was just 0.7secs behind Grosjean heading into the final lap but slowed down as he approached
the chequered flag, and was told by his team to pull off at
Turn One immediately after taking the flag. The result extends Vettel's lead in the championship to 34 points over
Alonso, who is seven ahead of Raikkonen, with Hamilton a
further 17 behind.
The Mercedes driver struggled with heavy tyre wear but
held on well and fought back from a final pit stop with 15
laps to go to pass Button in a superb move around the outside of Turn Two on the final lap.
The final points positions were taken by Red Bull's Mark
Webber, who was running second to Vettel until a wheel
came off as he accelerated away from his first pit stop. The
Australian rejoined a lap behind, which he was able to
make up as a result of safety car intervention, and he
fought up well into the points, to beat McLaren's Sergio
Perez, Mercedes Nico Rosberg and Sauber's Nico Hulkenberg.
Webber's wheel hit a cameraman from the official F1 TV
company FOM. Paul Allen suffered a broken shoulder and
cracked ribs but remained conscious throughout. He has
been taken to Koblenz Hospital, where he is under observation. Red Bull were subsequently fined 30,000 Euros by
race stewards. The safety car was deployed because Jules
Bianchi's Marussia rolled backwards across the track after
the Frenchman pulled off on lap 23 with an engine failure.

Rally Isle of Man Ltd and Druidale Motor Club Ltd
have published the regulations for the three events that make up
this year’s Rally Isle of Man’s 50th anniversary event.
Available for all competitors on the rally’s website
www.rallyisleofman.co.im the regulations cover the three-day historic Isle of Man Rallee Classicagh, the return of the Manx International Rally, and the one and a half day Manx Trophy Rally.
Rallee Classicagh is the penultimate round of the Irish Tarmac
Championship and the Manx International Rally will form part
of the Eurocars Motorsport Manx Rally Championship. The three
day event will take place over the traditional and classic stages
made famous by this rally over the last 50 years. This year sees
the return of some old favourites, only fitting for the 50th anniversary, the new improved Douglas Promenade stage and some new
stages to keep the event fresh and challenging. The fabulous
Group B cars will be here to wow the crowds at Douglas Promenade on the Thursday evening to showcase everyone’s favourite
cars.
Pre-registration for the event has been fantastic with many marshals, timekeepers, spectators and competitors coming out of the
woodwork to be part of a very special event. Rumours are hitting
the airwaves that there may even be a couple of well known competitors dusting of their overalls to compete. The event is also
open to competitors from Europe and Ireland as it is registered as a
‘National Event with Authorised Foreign Participation (NEAFP)’,
allowing Rally Isle of Man to accept entries from non-UK and Irish
license holders. Rallee Classicagh will be run as a National A event and the Manx International Rally and Manx Trophy Rally will be run as National B events.

Rally Isle of Man takes place on 12-14 September 2013.
To help take the stress out of booking arrangements, the rally has once again teamed up with specialist trip planners
Isle of Man Events Limited (iomevents.com). Sally and Natalie will be only too happy to look after the planning for
your entire trip, covering travel and accommodation, with great prices, only available through Rally Isle of Man. Contact +44 (0) 1624 664460 or email sally@iomevents.com / natalie@iomevents.com.

Wallasey Motor Club

Promenade Stages Rally
Saturday 7th September 2013
The event will consist of 10 stages covering 50 miles on
the closed tarmac public roads of New Brighton
Promenade, Wallasey for an entry fee of £235,
optionally split over 2 payments.
Following the loss of our Title sponsor and the withdrawal of Council funding, it was not economically viable
to run the Super Special Stage on Friday evening this
year but the Organisers are working hard to put on a
great event for the Saturday.

Regulations are available on the event web site
http://www.promrally.wallaseymc.com/2011-avoperformance-suspension-promenade-stagesrally-regulations/
and entries can be submitted online http://
www.rallyentries.co.uk/promentryform.aspx
If you are not planning on competing but would still like
to be involved in the event. marshals are required but
both Friday evening & Saturday – please contact the
Chief Marshal for details LorraineTaylor60@yahoo.co.uk
We hope to see you in September.

Next Meeting

Monday August 12th
WITH GUEST NICK BUNTING,
MSA CHIEF EXECUTIVE
Tofts Cricket Club, Booths Hall,
Chelford Rd., Knutsford,
Cheshire, WA16 8OP
www.anwcc.org

The Next SD34MSG Meeting
Wednesday 18th September
(3rd Wednesday of every other month)

8-00pm,
Hartwood Hall Hotel, Chorley. PR6 7AX
Just off M61 at J8
109 / 583 181

ANCC
Next Meeting

28th October 2013
Whitcliffe Hotel,
Cleckheaton (104 / 186 255)

Tel. 015242 - 62105
Carlisle Stages to return in 2014
Following the first running of the new DMACK Carlisle
Stages, plans are already under way for the 2014 event
with a provisional date set of Saturday 21 June.
This year’s event, round three of the West Wales Rally
Spares R.A.C. Rally Championship, was hailed as a
great success and drew widespread praise from competitors. Superb stages, slick and friendly organisation
and a compact route and format drew universal acclaim
from competitors. The event featured 45 stage miles and
just 65 road miles, with a 10am start and the first car
back at the finish by 3pm.
Organised by the Roger Albert Clark Rally Motor Club,
the rally had a superb start venue, rally HQ and service
area at the premises of the R J Murray & Sons Haulage
Company in Longtown, five minutes from the M6 at Carlisle. Crews reported that the stages in the Kershope and
Newcastleton complexes were in first class condition.
Even though the inaugural Carlisle Stages has only just
been completed, plans for 2014 are already being laid.
“This event has got great potential and we plan to grow it
year on year,” said rally manager Colin Heppenstall. “We
had a couple of regional associations observing the rally
this year and we hope that they will decide to include the
Carlisle Stages in their 2014 championship calendars.”

Special Guest

Allan Dean Lewis
MSA Director of Training
and Education
We are also intending to have 2 members of the Rallies Committee to discuss current and proposed rule
changes. If you have the a point to let them know
about please come along

Steve Price
Tel: 07814 953346
Gilnow Road,
Bolton, Lancs, BL1 4LL

All the latest
British Rally Photographs

www.pro-rally.co.uk

Phil James
PRO-RALLY PHOTOGRAPHY
TEL:
MOB:
EMAIL:

01772 69-00-34
07771 76-86-57
phil@pro-rally.co.uk

DOES YOUR EVENT REQUIRE
RADIO SAFETY CREWS

RALLY OF THE TESTS

Contact

We are now ready to recruit the hundreds of marshals we
need for this years event , we see a particular need on Friday daytime in north/mid wales and then in the Kirkby
Stephen/Kendal area on Saturday afternoon/evening, but
as we had nearly 1000 marshals in total last time we will
find you all a job!
As always your help is very much appreciated and we
hope to find you some thing of interest to do in November
So to register please visit
www.craevents.eu/Events/rally_of ... /marshals/
and we will then keep you informed over the next six
months
ROUTE OUTLINE/EVENT INFORMATION
Following comments from competitors in 2012, the event
will contain much less “on the move” plotting, a descriptive
routebook for the link sections on the two evening runs and
shorter days giving more time for socialising. However, the
event’s traditional values will be maintained - namely to
seek out the classic test venues, to drive the most scenic
ro
Getting the action underway, the traditional Thursday evening Prologue will be a 2-hour evening run around the
lanes south of Chester, comprising a test and a few regularities to allow crews to get into the swing of things.
Next day, the rally starts in earnest (at 8am) as the route
heads into the mountain roads and forests of North Wales
for a day of scenic regularities and challenging special
tests. Venues range from airfields and forest tracks to farm
roads and a couple of kart circuits. Crossing back into England, a short evening section - including a visit to one of the
“Testers” favourite venues - takes crews to Stoke, where
the first car is due in at shortly after 7pm.
Another 8am start on Saturday sees the event head north
via a series of tests and regularities across the Cheshire
Plains to lunch at a fine fortified manor house, close to Preston. Then it is on into Lancashire and Cumbria to explore
the scenic but testing roads of these traditional rally heartlands. The day concludes with a super evening road rally
section before stopping for the night on the shores of Lake
Windermere (first car due around 8pm).
More classic sections follow on Sunday as the event traces
a new route east across the Pennines into the Yorkshire
Dales. A final brace of challenging tests and regularities in
the Vale of York precedes the mid afternoon finish in the
traditional spa town of Harrogate, where many an RAC
Rally winner has been welcomed in the past by the cheering crowds.
Early interest in the event is strong with many ROTT regulars as well as event first-timers booking their place on the
entry list. For more information, visit the CRA website:
http://www.craevents.eu or contact Jeremy Dickson on 00
44 (0)1656 740275 or email jeremy (at) craevents.eu.

Gemini Communications

Bill Wilmer 07973-830705
w.wilmer@btinternet.com
Specialising in the Art of Communications

Duncan Littler
2 Pendref, Dwyran, Anglesey, Gwynedd. LL61 6YL

Tel:01248 430015 Mob:07740 179619
e-mail: postmaster@dtlittler.f9.co.uk

31st October – 3rd November

www.retro-speed.co.uk

RETRO-SPEED
Classic car and classic motorsport magazine on-line.
Daily updates and images from the world of historic
motorsport, classic rally news, motor racing, hill climbs,
car trials, classic car shows and major classic car
and automobilia auctions.

Mini Cooper Register

Northumberland Borders Rally
23rd November
100 mile route P&B Navigation.
Mainly OS map 81
Regs & further information from
nialltcook@tiscali.co.uk

Voodoo Graphics Barcud Rally
3rd / 4th of August.
Once again, we will be a round of the ANWCC, AWMMC
and WBCC championships, and we thank all three of them
for their continued support.
We are grateful to Voodoo Graphics for their continued
sponsorship of the event, for the third year in succession.
Competitors will get a route of just under 100 miles on
maps 135 and 146, based as usual on the town of Tregaron.
Regulations available at www.barcudmotorclub.co.uk

Doonhamer Classic 2013
a round of the NESCRO Championship.

September 22nd
kindly sponsored by Galloway Industrial.
This year's route of approximately 85 miles will feature
at least fifteen excellent non-damaging (classic car
friendly) tests on Tar, Concrete and Gravel and for an
entry fee of just £90, including breakfast lunch and dinner it's a great day out on the quiet scenic roads of
beautiful South West Scotland.
The start finish venue is just a few miles over the border from Gretna and only an hour or so from Glasgow
and Edinburgh. The entry fee also includes free membership of the South of Scotland Car Club, no competition licences will be necessary and as there is a full
tulip road book, maps are not really necessary. There
will be no regularities and no tricky navigation.

Regs : http://soscc.co.uk/v2/wp-content/
uploads/2013/05/Doonhamer-Regs-2013.pdf

Vale of Clwyd Classic
7th September 2013
08.30 start from the Druid Inn, Llanferres , nr Mold
3 Regs and 4 tests before coffee halt at Ruthin
2 Regs and 5 tests before lunch at Cefn Village Hall
1 Reg and 3 tests before tea stop at Afonwen
1 reg to finish back at Druid Inn at 16.45
Any competitors interested keep your eye on

www.cvmc.org.uk

Any of you night road rallyboys/girls fancy a go at this
historic daytime stuff come and see what its all about I
can guarantee you a great days fun, cars need to be
pre 1981 and comply with historic road rally regs, main
differences being , 70 profile tyres and no hydraulic
nd
handbrakes ( or at least they need to be disabled for
the event)
A new addition to the classic rally calendar and a new
If want to chat about whats involved drop me a PM with
event to the HRCR clubmans championship,
Ripon motor sports club's St Wilfrids classic rally will run on a number and I will give you a bell
22nd September and will be the championships 9th round. Marshals are needed along the route and to help out on
special tests if your interested then contact gareth wilClerk of the course David Taylor and the team who are exliams at compsec@cvmc.org.uk
perienced organisers of the competitors of the classic rallies, have sorted out a challenging route for the regularities
Pendle District Motor Club Ltd
in the vale of York and Hambleton Hills, designed to pro“August “Hill Climb Scammonden
vide a friendly but competitive days motor sport, starting
from the auction mart in Thirsk, and utilising the best roads
SUNDAY 18th August 2013
on map 99, and 100 together with some Special tests ven- This event is the final part of the Scammonden Dam
ues that will be new to the competitors.
Hillclimb challenge, which is free to enter and organised
Ripon Motor Sports Club has a proud tradition of running
by the three clubs using the venue, Mid Cheshire Motor
the St Wilfrids Rally as a road rally stretching back to the
racing Club & Mg Car Club
seventies and previously included in the HRCR road rally
(Northwest).Please contact the entries secretary for dechampionship, but changing times have made running this tails.
type of event more and more difficult, such that the old
Rodney Brereton, “Witchways”,
style St Wilfrids disappeared in 2008.
38 Alma Avenue,Foulridge,Lancashire,BB8 7NS
(01282 859103 not after 9:00pm PLEASE)
Regs available soon

Ripon MSC

St. Wilfreds Classic Rally
22 September

ANWCC
Marshals Fire Training

9 August
Accrington Cricket Club
Fire Training (Practical & Theory sessions).
Please arrive 20 minutes before your session to Sign On
- outdoor clothing for the weather conditions required
NOT man-made if possible.
Food available (pie & pea supper or vegetarian) from
20:30.
LIMITED TO 50 PLACES

Please ensure you all apply by
http://volunteersinmotorsport.co.uk/tinc?
key=nX0K3jBh&formname=csmafire
For more information please contact
Steve Johnson
email: steve.johnson@csmaclub.org,
Telephone: 01254 392663

Cambrian Rally 2013
19th October
The Cambrian Rally 2013 is set in the challenging famous welsh forests of Clocaenog, Penmachno and Alwen. The forests of North Wales are synonymous with
rallying especially the Lombard RAC (now the WRC)
back in the late eighties, with legendary drivers such as
Stig Blomqvist, Markku Alen, Per Eklund and Juha Kankkunen. In addition to the forest stages for 2013 we will be
using the Great Orme stage, Llandudno.
For further information please contact Dave V Thomas,
07788 995345 – entries@cambrianrally.co.uk

Epynt Motor Club Ltd
Eventsigns Mewla Rally
Sunday 25th August
on the Epynt Ranges.
This year it will be a round of the REIS – Get Connected
MSA Asphalt Rally Championship, the King of Epynt
supported by Collins Developments, as well as the Steve
Harkness Competition Tyres Welsh National Tarmarcadam Championship, and the ANWCC Stage Rally
Championship. And due to their popularity, we will also
have classes for Historic Cars.
The rally will once again be based at the Royal Welsh
Showground in Builth Wells, where the excellent facilities
will be used for Rally Headquarters, scrutineering and
documentation. Total mileage will be approximately 170
miles, of which approximately 80 miles will form special
stages. A recce of the stages will be held the previous
day, for seeded crews only.
We are again indebted to our sponsor, Vaughan Allcock,
of Eventsigns who has been involved with the event for
nearly 30 years, and also the support we receive from
Robin Stark of Field Fare Catering, who has also been
associated with the club for many years.
Regs available on www.epyntmc.co.uk

Neath Valley Stages

10th August
Three Counties Car Club.
A round of the WWRS RAC Championship and the
FMP Rally Challenge.
We are indebted to our Joint Main Sponsors for 2013,
Jonathan Brace of Braces Bakery and Mark Jones of
Gerry Jones Transport Services
Once again due to the generosity of our sponsors we
are able to offer competitors a "great value for money"
event with an entry fee of £425 for 5 stages totalling 45
miles within the world famous RHEOLA and MARGAM
Forests, with just 61 miles on the public highway
This will be your only opportunity to compete on
these fabulous stages this year as Rally Wales GB
will not be coming to South Wales in 2013. The
stages are in fantastic condition and were last used
in Sept 2012..
Rally HQ will be at the "Old Aluminium Works" Resolven ..
Why not make a full weekend of it..
FREE Overnight camping has been arranged for Friday
9th at Rally HQ with plenty of room for Motorhomes and
Caravans.. Competitors, Service Crews, Officials and
Spectators are all welcome.
Food will be available on Friday from 1pm onwards and
all day Saturday.
We hope you will come and join us for a great days Motorsport
Regs available on our website.
www.threecountiescarclub.com

Eastwood and District Motor Club

The Phoenix Stages Rally
Sunday 4th August 2013
Fulbeck Airfield
A round Of the ANEMMC, EMAMC, and ANCC Championships
Regs on line at www.eastwoodmotorclub.co.uk
click Phoenix Stages for paper copy email; phoenix.stages@btinternet.com
or call
Secretary of the meeting;
Sandra Hickling 0115 9384601
Marshals Needed
Chief Marshal; John Minns
Email;chiefmarshal@eastwoodmotorclub.co.uk
My mate pointed out the window and said, "Is that your
wife mowing the lawn out there?"
"Yeah, she never stops," I replied
"Call me old fashioned if you want, but I hate to see a
woman doing manual labour."
"Me too," I replied, as I closed the curtains.
Research has shown women generally have far cleaner
minds than men.
I'm not really surprised.
Let's face it, they change them every five minutes !
Stupid M/S Word and its autocorrect function.
I always end typing some thong I didn't Nintendo

The Merrick Stages Rally (7th Sept)

Stobart Rail Pendragon Stages
22nd September 2013
Eden Valley Motor Club, Kirkby Lonsdale Motor Club
& Northallerton Automobile Club will once again promote the Stobart Rail Pendragon Stages a National B
status event on Sunday 22nd September 2013
More details about this year’s event will appear on
the event website when available.

www.pendragonstages.co.uk

The John Robson Road Rally
& The Hexham Historic Rally,
November 2nd
the NorthEast's ( And possibly the counties) last remaining road rally will run this year on November 2nd
and will feature a 100 mile route over some classic
lanes in Northumberland. Starting and Finishing in
Chollerford where rally headquarters will be the local
village hall, the all asphalt route will go over some old
favourites on maps 80, 81 and 87. With a friendly organising team and a great format the rally includes
pre- rally refreshment and the famous Hexham
"Apres Rally" buffet for a remarkably low entry fee of
under £50.

Dave & Julie Harwood at
Road & Stage Motorsport Ltd.
Whitegate,
White Lund Industrial Estate,
Morecambe.
Happy to help with all your rally needs.

Just call or Telephone,
You are always welcome.
Tel: 01524 844066
www.rsmmotorsport.co.uk

in south-west Scotland has secured a major sponsorship
deal which will underpin the event for the next three years.
The support has come from GWF Energy, one of Scotland's
leading suppliers of diesel and gas generators.
Managing director Nigel Feeney has himself competed on
the Merrick several times in recent years as a driver in the
MSA Scottish Rally Championship.
Rally Manager Allan Marshall described the sponsorship
deal as "great news" – not only for the event, but also for the
local economy:
"To secure a three year deal in the present climate is a huge
bonus, which will take the Merrick to new heights, secure its
future in Wigtown, and provide a welcome stimulus to the
area's struggling economy. To have someone with the business credentials of GWF Energy sponsoring our rally is also
a tremendous boost for the organising committee. I look forward to working with Nigel and his team over the next three
years".
Glasgow-based GWF Energy sponsored a stage on the
Merrick last year, and Mr Feeney described his company's
enhanced support for the Dumfries event as the logical next
step forward:
"The current rallying in scene in Scotland has remained
strong over the past few years even in light of the current
economic situation. It’s this strength that has helped GWF to
decide where our advertising efforts are directed. In particular, I feel the Merrick offers some of the very best stages to
compete on in the country. Living in South Ayrshire, it's the
nearest of the SRC events, and I've always regarded it as
my home rally".
Mr Feeney continued: "We hope that sponsoring the Merrick
will help GWF Energy to continue to build its brand in the
Scottish and Northern English territories, and we also intend
to make use of the event for entertainment of existing and
new customers".
GWF Energy – founded in 2010 - specialises in the supply,
installation, commissioning and servicing of diesel and gas
generating sets. Since early last year, it has been the Scottish dealer for the Cummins Power Generation range of diesel and gas generators. GWF also supplies the full range of
Valvoline Motor & Racing Oils along with Fleetguard Filters.
The GWF Energy Merrick Stages Rally – based in Wigtown,
Dumfries and Galloway - takes place on Saturday, 7th September, and will count as the sixth round of the 2013 ARR
Craib MSA Scottish Rally Championship.
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Navigational Road Rally
Start : 10:00am Bay Horse Pub, Skipton
Finish: 17:00 (approx) Bay Horse Pub, Skipton
Maps reqd: OS sheets 97-98-102-103-104
Between 120 & 150 miles
More Information available at

www.2300club.org
To register interest in this, please send an email to:

Ian Grindrod : iang@2300club.org
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Compiler (& my complaints manager)-Les Fragle
The intention is to publish this EMag
on the last day of each month.
It will be emailed to SD34MSG Delegates
for them to their Club Members as they wish.

Lancashire & Cheshire C.C.

Deadline for copy for the September
edition is Thursday 29th August which is
due out on Saturday 31st August

31st August - 1st September

PLEASE Email Reports etc. to

www.lancashireandcheshirecarclub.co.uk

Maurice Ellison at :

sd34news@gmail.com

NB : The Editorial team reserves the right to do their job as
Editors and may amend articles and reports as they see fit

Ty Croes, Anglesey

